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Student Directories go on sale
today at the SUB information
desk for 25 cents.
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GronJyko Warns U.S.
u N 1T E D

NAT I 0 N S
(UPI)-Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko told the United
Nations Tuesday. that ··sovietAmerican relations l)ad reached a
"downright slump," &nd then flew
to Washingtoil to meet with
President Carter and Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance.
The surprise announcement that
Gromyko and Vance were interrupting their U.N. visits to meet
with Carter followed a grim Soviet
warning in the General As~~~ly ..
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Tuesday that efforts to negotiate a
new Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty were stalemated over the
U.S. development of the neutron
bomb and the cruise missile.
Both were issues that Carter and
Gromyko were expected to thrash
out again at their seconc\. meeting in
the past week.
While Vance met a string of
European and Latin American
diplomats in his hotel room,
Gromyko strode to the podium as
the first of the "s.u~er~ower•:
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speakers at the new U.1'1. ueneral
Assembly with a speech heavy on
generalities and light on surprises.
Even his attack on. America's ·
weapons development lacked ·the
old diplomat warrior's sting. He
dismissed the neutron bomb as one
of America's "merciless types of
weapons" and, predictably, blamed
the cruise missile for delaying a
Arms
Limitation
Stategic
agreement.
"Unfortunately," he said in the
second day of three weeks of U.N.
debates, "It has to be stated that
recently. Soviet-American relations
, have experienced certain stagnation
if not a downright slump."
The more , critical diplomatic
wor" v.:as under way outside the
assembly chamber, particularly on•
the 37th floor of the glassy l,J.N._
Plaza Hotel where Vance, pressing
I) .S. efforts to bring Arabs and
Israelis together over a conference
table, hosted diplomats from
Finland, Belgium, Portugal,
Turkey, Mexico, Venezuela, Peru,
the Netherlands and Guatamala. .
Between it, Vance squeezed in a
lunch with British Foreign
Secretary David Owen, to discuss.
the new Anglo-American plan for a
transition· to black majority rule in
Rhodesia-an issue destined shortly
for the U.N. Security Council.
· Later, in a speech critical of the
United Nations' inability to do
more than preach peace, Owen
lamented the world body's failure
to contribute effectively to peace
settlements in Rhodesia and South
Africa.
"In reducing conflict in the
world, achieving peace and in
restraining the armaments race, the
U.N. cannot claim that its performance has anywhere near
matched its aspil'ations," Owen
told ·the assembly when it came
Britain's turn to speak.
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2nd Indicted in Korean Scandal
WASHINGTON-A federal grand jury indicted a second :Koreanborn businessman in its capital Hill bribery investigation Tuesday,
· charging he ran a covert influence-peddling scheme called "operation
white snow" with $600,000 in Kore.an CIA money.
Following up on its earlier indictment of fugitive millionaire
Toligsun Park, the grand jury handed up a two-count indictment for
conspiracy to fraud and false declaration against Hancho C. Kim, a
nat\)ralized U,S. citizen now living in Lanham, Md.
Both indictments stem from the Justice Department's probe of
allegations that the South Koreans, during the 1970's plied members
of Congress with cash, gifts, sex, Iavis!) parties and other favors in an
effort to win passage of legislation favorable to Seoul.
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Taps Bring Army Trouble
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Not to be undersold
Custom Hi-Fi declares
war on. stereo prices!!!

L
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Unisex Hair Desig11 Centre

..•

7804 C:entral Sf
·~·,..~r. wyoming
';: ... IJ .. ~1~10nc)

10% off on fine imported 100% wool sweaters
(Bring ad In ihrough Oct. 7, 1977)

"Head Trips for Dudes • Dolls"
Exclusively bl' appointment

2312 A Central SE 255"7792
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top of the line stereo
Receiver with 160 watts
per channel mtn. RMS
at 8 ohms from 20-20Khz
ith no more than 0.1 TH

S49. 9·

NEVER BEFORE
ADV. THIS LOW

Custom Hi·Fi has
declared WAR on stereo
prices! Bring in your
lowest legitimate adver·
tising prices and Custom
Hi·Fi will beat that price
and save you money-All
with a friendly smile!
We appreciate your
business
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The StlC said $55.25 million of
the payoffs were made in Italy. The
SEC alleged the bulk of the payoffs
were commercial bribes in which
Exxon was rewarded with Italian '
government contracts ..
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compare and save

$67

RANT
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. co'mpare and save
Pioneers best selling cassette de
oac1ea with features. Truly a welcome
rlifinn to every system.
'
'

great.sounds at
a great price

$133

'
'
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The SEC charged Exxon
disbursed "At least$56.5 million as
purported political contributions.
Payments to ·rorcign government
officials and employes, commercial
bribes or as other illegal, improper,
noncorporate or unaccountable
payments."
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STUDIO
) SERIES
The tape to use when
you want the best.
compare and save

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82,

No. 27

$199

381400
The New Mexico Dally Lobo IS published

Monday tl•rough Friday every regular wccli:

d£ !he UniVersity year and weekly during the
summer SCS'llon by the Board o£ Student

Publlcallons oft he University of New Mexico,
and Is not flrianclally as<;ociatcd wlth tiNM.
Second _class postage l'Rid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription ·ratq- is
$10,00 (or the academiC! >-car.
·
The opinions: cxpr~scd on the cdit~rial
pages Df The _Dally Lobo are those of(the
oufhor solely. UruJgncd opinion 1!1 that of the
editorial ho'ard o! Tho Daily Lobo, Nothing
printed In The Daily l.iJbO ncct!!....,R_rlly

Y 0 U TAKE IT ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Below are speakers, stereo receivers, turntables, tape decks-some new and some
not so new-some boxed and some as is-All at unbelievable prices. Don't take a
G·ERC
chance, come down early since quantities are limited
stereo receiver
BSR 2260$35° 0
ERG 1405 $75° 0
PE lmpro Com. 2$99 95
ERG 14p5 $75° 0

,,,.

\

SUPERSCOPE CC1580 $20°0
(FM converter)
PE lmpro Com. 3 $75 95
MARANTZ2230 $199 95

I

ours

5005 Menaul NE

.,

Wed.- Thurs.d 10-6 pm
Fri. & Sat. 10-8 m

(across from Labelles)

262-0858
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• Men & Women's Wear
• Affordable Prices

International
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WASHINGTON-AID-member team will leave for Hanoi Friday
to return the remains of 22 more American victims of the Vietnam
war., the State Dept. announced Tuesday.
This will be the second such mission since President Carter took
office. The first one brought back the bodies of 20 Americans and
opened negotiations between the U.S. and Vietnam aimed at eventual
establishment of diplomatic relations.

-...... Imports From
Guatemala
Mexico
Ecuador and
Colombia
• Gifts
• Originals
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U.S. Dead to be Retumed

A _Boutique Shop

c.
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WASHINGTON-The House Tuesday voted for the third time this
year to ban use of federal funds for abortions except to save a
woman's life.
On a 252-164 vote, the House rejected Senate. language that would
permit federal funding of abortions in cases of rape, incest or where a
doctor declares it "medically necessary."

more than $38 million
questionable payments.

.·
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House Aborts Bill's Language

mission (SEC) in U.S. District
Court. .But the world's largest
corporation consented to an injunction which forbids the
payments to continue.
Exxon's payments are the largest
ever uncovered by the SEC in its
fo~r-year investigation of corporate ·
bnbery. Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

c.

i

WASHINGTON-The FBI is .investigating a former U.S. Army
sergeant allegedly involved in a bugging-blackmail operation on
Panama canal negotiators and two more Americans may be implicated, army sources said Tuesday.
Sgt. H or Rodriguez Brustmeyer, 28, was recently discharged from
the army and a Senate subcommittee issued a s.ubpoena requiring him
to appear before it on Friday. But Brustmeyer has not been found.
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E~xon: Briber in its Tank?
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Exxon
Corp. consented Tuesday to federal
charges of paying more than $56.5
million in bribes and illegal political
contributions in Italy and 15 other
countries and keeping a Japanese
parliamentarian on its payroll.
Exxon neither admitted nor
denied charges filed by the
Securities and
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Editoriid

Bell is Dented

The plot is beginning to thicken in the bell-shaped curve controve~sy
in the College of Arts and Sciences. ·There are a lot of upset students '
who got between, 93 and 96 on an introductory Spaanish test and got
.; only a B.
·
.
Dr.
Sabine
Ulibarri,
chairman
of
the
Modern
and
Classical
"Cd Dept. (MCL), said the curve on the introducto~y Spanis~ testsLanguage
~as o.nly
0...
being used as an experiment and said the department w1ll get rrd of 1t If
things don't work.
THINGS CERTAINLY DIDN'T work out on the last exam. Students
who got 97 to 100 on the exam got A's, 93 to 96 got B's, 70s to 92s got
C's; 60s to 69s got D's and below 60s received a failing grade.
Cari you picture acing a test with 92 and getting a C?
The MCL bell curve certainly had a dent in it and who ever decided
that 92 was a Chad a dent in his or her head.
THE CATALYST behind the bell-shaped curve idea is Arts and
Sciences Dean Nathaniel Wollman. We can understand Mr. Wollman's
concern with the quality of education in the College of A & S, but we
think the enforced curve is ridiculous. Mr. Wollman is threatening staff
cutbacks if a department's grades are too high. This also is absurd.
When are university administrators going to learn that the same
grading standards do not apply equally to each class or each department?
Since the state of New Mexico has a large number of Spanishsurnamed individuals who also speak fluent Spanish, doesn't it make
sense that an elementary Spanish class would have a high number of
students who would score well on the exam? Doesn't Dean Wollman
know that many students who speak fluent Spa.nish take introductory
Spanish for an easy A?
THE WIDE DOME for a C grade is also among the stupidest things
we've heard in a long while. If a student sloughs off and then lucks into
a 71, should that student be given the same grade as a student who
scores a 927 According to the bell-shaped curve they earn the same
letter grade because 40 per cent of the test-takers must get Cs under
the curve.
Ulibarri had said previously that the bell-shaped curve would not be
used in his department unless it applied to the student's work. We
applauded Mr. Ulibarri for his stand then, but have to wonder how long
•
.
this present experiment is going to last.
We understand that students will not be graded solely on the. basis-of
this first test, but suppose the high grade trend continues. Will students
doing 90 work be given Cs for the semester?
.
Tr~ing to apply the bell-shaped curve to every class 1n every
department is foolish and a little like trying to make everyone on the
Lobo football team wear the same size helmet. Head sizes differ and s.o
does.the degree of difficulty in a course.
·
'
. ·
~ ·,,
A STUDY DONE last year showed that ihe grades· in most departments in the College of A & S were in line with the bell-shaped curve
without even trying. Why can't Mr. Wollman be satisfied with that a
and realize that some courses are too easy for a bell-shaped curve to fit
and some others are too hard.
Once again, the students are the victims of the high falooting ideas of
some administrators.
One final question: if the grades were too· low in some of the courses,
would Mr. Wollman be applying the same pressure to give B's for sub80grades7

, Editor:
What is it with ASUNM Senate?
They get over $300,000 to spend
every year. Here it is the sixth week
of the semester and they are
already in deficit .
I get paid about one per cent of
that a year. But I'm usually not in
debt until about Christmas time
when I start buying gifts for the
loved ones.
But if an unknown uncle kicked
off today and left me with $300,000
after taxes, it would take me at ·
least three years of frivolous
spending to get rid of it all. And I'd
still have some nice cars and
material goods to shoyv for it. I
could possibly sell those and still
have a balance of several
thousands.
So how come the Senate gets to
spend it all so fast?
John Baca

""

Fact of Life
It's a sad thing that people in the home town of Karen Quinlan, the
girl who received nationwide attention over her parents efforts to
remove her from a respirator, are tired of publicity about the situation.
We really can't blame them.
THE NEW JERSEY girl has become a cause celebre' for religious
groups and right-to-die movements ever since she slipped into a coma
on Apr.l5, 1975, and her parents brought a lawsuit to have her removed
from a life-sustaining respirator.
The Quinlan's recent book and a TV,movie shown Monday night,
renewed interest in the caS9 and the people in Morris County, New
Jersey, are a little tired of hearing about it. One person said, "People
are fed up around here. 1 just don't feel things like that should be exploited."
.
And that's the key. Exploitation, unfortunately, IS the name of the
game when it comes to causes.
But Karen's parents haven't e~actly tried to quiet things by writing a
book and NBC probably made millions off the showing of the movie.
Bu~ this is a fact of life. As long as people are interested in situations,
there will afways be publicity. Sometimes that publiciW can go to
extreme lengths and it has in the case of Karen Ann Quinlan.

New Mexico Dally LOBO editorial phone: 27'7·4102or277·4202.
LOBO Edftotial Staff:
Editor-ln·chfef: Tim Gallagher
Managing tdltor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Edilor. Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor; D.M. Flynn
Phofo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Spotts ~Cfltor: Peter Madrid

Ad Manager: Frank Salaz:.ar

Involvement Urged
As everyone should know by n~w. the City elections are· to be held
Oct 4. I do hope all students, faculty, and staff registered to vote will do
so. But what of after the election? Shall we then climb back into our
shells until the next election period rolls around and then scramble to try
to find out enought information to make a semi-intelligent vote nest
November? I sincerely hope not. For just as it takes a candidate a year
or more to prepare for a campaign, so also should the voter attempt to
become active and knowledgeable well before the moment of truth
comes in the voting booth.
Ah, you say, but I don't have time to become really politically active.
Bunk. I am a student carrying IB hours at the University. I am also the
father of two young children. I am also the ward chairman for the
Republican Party in Ward 18-B, a position which demands no small
amount of time. The argument, "I haven't the time" simply will not
wash. If you have not the inclination for politics then say as much ·and
have done with it.
But if you don't have an inccation for politics ask yourself why. And
while you attempt to come up with an honest, intelligent answer, I shall
attempt to show you why you should be involved.
One of the basic assumptions of our form of government is the
participation of the governed. Indeed, our nation and subsequent
government was a product of the perfidious notion that government
existed by the consent of the governed. The people have the ultimate
authority and the right and duty to exercise said authority for their own
good
But the basic assumption for this form of government is an educated
and informed public. Thomas Jefferson pointed this out wher.r he
wrote, "If a nation expects to be ignorant and free, in a state of
civilization, it expects what never was and never will be. The functionaries of every government have propensities to command at will the
liberty and property ot' their constituents. There is no safe deposit for
these out with the people themselves; nor can they be safe with them
·
without i11formation."
Ponder these words carefully and ask yourself the following
questions: I) Are you politically inactive due to a large measure of
disillusioriment? 2) Why is it that politicians say largely nebulous and
meaningless things? Is it because they believe that the large majority of
their constituents are ill-informed enough that empty words will not be
seen for what they are? 3) If a politician can get away with nebulous,
meaningless statements given an ill-informed constituency and such
constituency exists, is there,any reason to be explicit in his statements.
4) Will a politician speak substantively on issues if he knows that his
constituency is so ill-informed and confused by the half-truths of others
that they will tend to react emotionally rather than rationally. I) Is your
disillusionment due to the fact that politicians speak with a forked
tongue? 6) Is it any wonder that politicians speak with a forked tongue
· given the propensities that Jefferson spoke of coupled with an illinformed public? 7) Are you the cause of your own disillusionment by
your own inactivity? Jetferson would say undeniably, "yes."
Phil Leaph
1805 Roma

-Lunar Boulevard

Arts EdHor: George Gesner
Copy tditors: Koren Walston
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EOIIORIALS; UnSigned editorta.ls represent a majority opinion of the LOBO .editorial
board. All other columns, cattoons 1 and leue1s represent the OpiniOn of the a:uthor and do
not necessatlly reflect the view of the editorial bOard.
LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed w!th the author's name 1
signature, address, and telephone number. Let1ers to the editor should be no longer than
300 Words ~!though exceplfons will be made If the topic warrants so, Only I he name of the
authOr will be pi'inted and names wUJ not be wlthheid.
·
OPINIONS: OpiniOns must by typed and signed with the author's name, Signature, ad·
dress arid telephone number. Opinions ShOUld be no longer than 500 words. Only the ~arne
of author Will be printed and names will not be withheld.
,
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO ~nd will be edHed
only for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made 1 the author will be contacted to discuss changes:
··

Abolished

,.'
'·
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By JAMES SMITH
LOBO Staff Writer
Several· authorities at UNM have denoun~ed corporal punishment as
'·'child beating'? and are in favor of the re~erit abolisliment of the practice
·in the Albuquerque Public Schools system. They now advocate "behavior
modification'' as a means of discipline.
''There are better ways of managing behavior than corporal punishment", Dr. John Rinaldi, assistant dean for student affairs in the College
of Education, said Friday. "Behavior modification is more effective. We
reward the child for good behavior, rather than punish for bad behavior".
Dr. Rinaldi said education is now more hum;mistic and favorable to
· student needs and feelings. "Children are more aware of themselves and
their rights. They want some control over their own destiny."
"I don't really know the general attitude educators have toward abolishment. I do know the Dean, David Darling, has headed the new policy," he
said.
·
·
.
·· _ ·
Since corporal punishment has been discontinued in the Albuquerque
schools, some authorities believe the decision will influence other districts
within the state.
Rinaldi, who is also a Bernalillo county school board member, said the
educational trend has been from .total control to exploration. "School
board members in Bernalillo frown upon whipping the child.' Therefore,
we will probably be next to abolish the policy. I believe other state school
districts will also be influenced by the Albuquerque decision".
"About a month ago I was doing field work for the V.S. Office of
Education", Donald Kelly, Chairperson for Elementary Education, said.
He.said national abolishment of corporal punishment is a possibility in
the near future. "We are just more humanistic now,"
Dr. Rod Wagoner, Chairperson for Secondary Education, said avoiding
the use of physical punishment is nothing knew. "The only difference is
that it is a legal policy now. Most teachers have always tried to handle any
given situation without 'beating the child.' "
Perhaps the low drop-out rate in Albuquerque secondary schools can be
correlated to the abolishment of corporal punishment.
"Albuquerque has a very low drop-out rate 1.8 per cent compared to
-other school districts in the state. This means only 517 of28,062 secondary
students dropped out of school last year," Charles Stoughton, director of
pre-teaching for Secondary Education said.
Although aut~orities overwhelmingly support the discontinuation of
"child beating" ill schools, reasonable opposition to the new policy does
exist.
Dr. Ron Blood, Chairperson for Education Administration, said he was
not in favor of totally removing corporal punishment by Jaw or school
board regulation. "lf spanking is a custom at home, then corporal punishment is good."
"Principals may fear the actions of some students might become
uninhibited," Stoughton said. "Their major concern is probably if they
will be able to handle those studimts."
Stoughton said those students will have to be dealt with on an individual
basis. "The same remedy cannot be applied to every child"
Authorities seem to be optimistic about dealing with disciplinary
problems without resorting to physical punishment.
"Teachers at the secondary education level can study each student's
growth and development pattern, prepare· interesting lesson plans, and
acl ,t preventive planning techniques," Dr. Wagoner said.
Sarah Dawn Smith, Director Elementary Student Teaching, said
c ,JOral punishment has no place in the elementary classroom. "The child
who receives a lot of corporal punishment becomes aggressive and inflicts
pain on other children; it creates. a vicious cycle." She correlates this cycle
to parents who were victims of child abuse.
"We are concerned with the intellectual development of the child.
Instead of 'beating a child' for running across a playground with a sharp
stick, a teacher will stop and warn the student of the potential danger
(poking the stick in an eye). This establishes a public criteria for running
with the stick and gives the child an opportunity to make a relationship of
this situation with similar situations".
Dr. Smith said if a teacher or parent grabs the stick and spanks the child,
then the child only learns to associate the pain of punishment with running
with a stick. This approach is referred to as' 'interfering with behavior" to
prevent "a· reality danger". Other methods of control ar~ "permi~tin,~
behavior" (letting the child know what he can do), "toleratmg behav1or
(when that behavi~r reflects a devel~pr,nental stage) and "preventive
planning", structurmg a classr,oom so. 1t IS ~ot too cramped: sue~ a~ atmosphere could create conflict 1f the students are constantly bumpmg mto
each other.
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Housing arrangemel)ts for
students in Quito are the responsibility of each participant, Hansen.
said, Three options are available:
lodging with a family in Quito,
using
boarding
house accomo(lations or rental of an
apartment or house. The Andean
Center provides housing information and recommendations.

-

Oct. 31 is the application deadline
for students who would like to
attend the spring semester at the
Andean Study and Research Center
in Quito, Ecuador, a UNM Latin
American Center official said.
The Quito center was established
in 1968 by .UNM but is now
operated under a conS\Jrtium
agreement among UNM, New
Mexico State University and New
Mexico Highlands University.
Garth Hansen, an administrative
assiStant in the UNM Latin
American Center, said a m~Vtimum
of 55 students will be accepted for
enrollment in the center. He said
applicants should be enrolled at an
accredited university or eligible for
readmission. Tliey must also be
fluent in Spanish and have at least a
2.5 grade point average.
The Andean Center offers upper
level and graduate courses in the
social sciences and in Spanish and
Portuguese language and literature.
All classes are taught in Spanish.
Hansen said cost per semester is
approximately $1,600 plus UNM
tuition. He said average costs for an
academic year, including roundtrip
travel from Alb11querque to Quito,
range from ·$3000 for New Mexico
residents to $4000 for nonresidents.
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Hansen said ap.plicants will be "
7
required to pay a $15 application fee ;..:
"
and must fill out a health history r.·
0
questionnaire and complete a
personality inventory at -the UNM 0
E.:
testing center. More information is •-:
available from the Latin American 0r
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Center in Room 229' of Ortega Hall p
Ul
on the UNM campus.
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Narcotics Stolen
From Pharmacy
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An undetermined ammount of narcotics and insulin was taken from
the Lobo Campus Phannacy, 2132 Central SE, at 1:35·a.m. Tuesday,
police said.
The front door glass was broken to gain entry and a sledge hammer
was used to break open the narcotics cabinet, police reported.

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall
Room lOS
or by mail to:

UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131

• UNM Mountain Club mcd.s tonight ttl 7:30p.m.
in rm. 231 Sub, Special on rhe dlsappc~~orance of the
Colorado Rl\•cr,
Organization meeting of Student Faculty
Association for Women Jn $cjcnce and Engineering
at 4 p.m. Thur., Civil Engineering 235. Monthly
colloquia, current topics,
ASONM Cra£b Shop has facilities for all kinds of
crafts, Comedown 11nd~ow1ld.

'

\
Free coffee and donuts will be altered to all
graduate and law students Jn"lhe CSJ.loungo, nm.
209n(tbeSUB, c."\'tr}' Wed. from 10.d.m, !o noon.
'fhere wUJ be a ::,purs meeting Sept. :W, at 7:30
p.m. Jn nn. 231-E of the SUB.

GSA will hold aSa.t., Oct.l, at 10 a.m. In rm, 230

of the SUB.
Student RcGarehAppllcatloru .a.reavalla~lein tho
CSActnoo, rm. 208ofthcSUB.
Delta Sigma Pf will hold Its regular meeting at 7
p.m.ln the buslntss$Chool. Doug Collister of Kistler
Collister will be the guest spcil.~r.
C. H. E. W.S. will med Thurs. in the Sociology
Bldg. i1t 3:30, All welcome.

States
Laboratories
3716 High St., Albuquerque, NM 87107

(505) 344-.8113

THE MUSIC MART

,.

School Work Beginning to Get You Down?
Put Some Sunshine Back in Your Life With Music!

* Vocalists

* Guitar
*Recorder.
* Piano
* Strings'
* Brass
*Woodwinds
* Percussion
* Chorus
* Pop Sheet Music
* Pop Music Books

And We've Also Got:
* JazzBooks
* Vocal Scores
* Batons
* T-shirts

* Jewelry

* Posters
* Theory Texts

* Study Scores

* Manuscript Paper

* Stationery
* Metronomes

'In short, we carry just about everything in sheet mus!c f.or both p~ofessional and a~ateut,
whether you're a musician or simply a music lover. Were JUSt a 5-mmute walk from campus.

FREE

2

COME IN AND BROWSE
210 Yal.eBlvd. S.E.- (Across from WhataBitrger)
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Latin .Schooling Of~ered

'"'!Jt""'

We"re got music for:

Editor
While. Albuquerque streets continue to resemble moonscapes, the
city presses on It in its never·ending battle to make more lanes crummy.
The Gibson Blvd. widening project is going on, and the city now
plans to widen heavily-travelled Jaun Tabo Blvd. to six lanes. That
project will take a year.
If we've already got enough potholes in our streets to ruin several
thousand cars, why make mote lanes to get more potholes to ruin more
cars?
Janet Snodgrass
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YOU COULDN'T
DO f>bllbR IF
YOU FLI;\V IT
IN VOURot;;LF !

Dr. Wu's Good Vibes
.~

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
They bombard the airwaves with
fast talking, hard selling riffs intertwined with their own comments
about life, but scratch a disk jockey
and you'll find just another person
trying to eke out a living.
· ·
Most of today's successful jocks
come out of radio. or communications school and go· into the
business way down on the ladder to
success.
.
Most of us are led to believe that .

l:l

;:;;:

~

Z

'£
~

it's an ea~y life, just short of shell surrounded by a small group,
stardom .. But the hours .are long of friends. Carey, who comes
and "the money is not as much as across the airwaves with the same
most people think there is," Chris 'enthusiasm of any top'40 d.j., says
Carey, a KRKE-AM d.j. told me.
he's essentially a shy person. But
The jock's radio personality is the chasm that separates bis .. real
free-wheeling, positive, clever and and· his radio personalities has
egotistical. KRKE's Dr. Wu 'puts it, wrought a change on ·the 31-year"In this form of radio there are no old jock. "I'm a schizo," he says
negatives, everything is positive. without the slightest bit of
Instead of partly cloudy we've got hestiation.
partly sunny."
Schizophrenia is apparent to any
But when the microphone is outsider who chances to sit in on
turned off, the jock retreats to his _the d.j. during his working hours.
Dr. Wu, a 31-year-old jock' who has
worked at seven stations in the last
six years, spoke freely with intermittent breaks for air time.
·
Does he lilee his music7 Some of .
/'
it he said is alright but he can't (\ f::..,,:_,.
make any judgmental statements r. "' ·
about the music over the airwaves. .~~..
"I can't say 'hey out there this is a
1tt.
1
piece of s---,' "he says.
LOBO photo by D. M.Fiytrn
But there is still a lot of room for
creativity. '"I say things that can be
Back to the mike, "KRKE, she·
Effortless Bicycle
taken more than one way. I'm a was only 16 but on a Friday night
dirty old man on the radio/' Wu that's alright."
admits. He turns back to the mike
"It's a gypsy business," says Wu
after one particularly obnoxious who bas worked at stations that
top 40 hit, "I'm not easy but I can play everything from top 40 to
be had."
country and· western to easy
Another tape is inserted and Wu listening.
has I minute 38 seconds to talk.
Back to the mike, "KRKE. If
"I've done everything but pump you're lonely tonight, you're in
gas. I worked in sales ... and as a trouble."
short-order cook."
He loves the business. "I eat,

AsmartbL~Y

for a student.

M MOTOBECANE
The

i
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Want a smart way to get smart?
Get a Motobecane, the motorized bicycle. A great way to
get around campus and a better
way to save money. Because
Motobecane~
.. · ·
- Gets 143 mpg
-Is easy to park anywhere
-Operates virtually maintenance free
-And, costs no more than a
quality 10 speed t;>lcycle.

sle~p and drink radi9. It's an
engulfing career,'~ says·Wu.
Carey on the other hand, takes a
different view of the profession,
"being a d.j. is kind of like
athletics, 'there's a high burn-out
rate. There's a lot pf pressure."
It's not a bed of roses. "There
are a lot of people who get into
radio with ideas of big bucks, stars
and show biz," Carey says. "I went
through a stage in my younger years
when l would really come on heavy
to a lot of people," he admits.
One of the· drawbacks is being
stuck with a· name like Dr. Wu.
That appellation, Wu tells me, was
forced on him by two ex-KRKE
jocks Bill Burkett and King Kong
Kirby. Its derfvation is from a
Steely Dan song on the "Katy.
Lied" album: "Is he crazy?/ls he
high? /Is he just an ordinary guy?"
"They like to keep the names allAmerican, Dr. Wu isn't allAmerican but it sticks in. everybody's mind," Wu says.
Wu, whose real name is Bpbby,
doesn't really like the name and be
says, "Dr. Wu will die when I leave
here.''
Although Wu wanted to be a
jock since he was 13-years old, he
said he bas also entertained notions
of being a clown or a counselor.
But as a disc jockey he performs all
of his fantasies.
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TURNTABLES

!

TURNTABLES

I

~
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·HERE IS Alfi#J#IWimi#l' SALE!
L1~1

SHURE M91ED
SHURE M95ED

TEACA-1708
This "best buy" rated cassette deck is hard
'_to hang on to but here we go again, ..
ONLY
yo•J save $90.00 ...
$159.95

So.11t•

G4.95.

SHURE V HJ Typo• Ill.
STANTON GBl EEE
Sl ANTON 500 E E

ADC XLM MK II

19.50
74.9~ . 29.50
91.00 .. 49.50
• ' 92.00 .• 49.95
40.00 .. 19.95
. 100.00.. 45 00

THERE IS ALWAYS MORE
AT WAREHOUSE SOUND I!

RECEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES AT THE WAREHOUSE NOW!

-

.......
SANSUI 221
We're making It real easy for you to start

SANSUI FR·IOBO

was S150,00

List $425.00

ROTEL SEMIAUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
MODEL RP·1100Q

mmded audiophiles.
-----·""""'~""

~"~··(')~~

Retail is $420.00

Great on performa11ce and

lime·tested automatic

beautifully nyled Semi•l:lutomatic
belt drive tvrntable.

return/shut off mechanism,

Sale price $309.95

ROTEL RX·602
Clean looks, clean sound, and mote control
features than any receiver on the market
today. Gatta be seen and heard to be believed.

LIST .... $380.00

was $145.00

Ease of operation with

ld.:b..........::..~::.....:::
SANSUI6060
True tonal quality, power stability and
overall musicality are stressed throuqhout
this extremely well balanced AM/FM Stereo receiver.

Now $125.00

An abundance of clean power • 50 watts per
channel min, RMS at 8 ohms, from 20 to
20.000 Hertl with no more than 0.1% total
harmonic diston:.:rn. That's a steal!

$95

A winnet for budget

into components with this budget priced

GARRARD 9906 a1 50';, off
Fully .automalic tllrntCJIJie,
.
compfew wuh wootf base.
tuned dust cove1· illld Shwe M91 ED.

SALE .... $280

Sale $320

Was $250.00

Balanced mechanics,
balanced performance,
SCJnsur has automated their
best direct drive manual to
provide both rotattonal speed
accuracy and totaf convenience ..

Now $125

Was $290.00 Now $190

®PIONEER

Sounds as beautiful as it
the sound with this 10 i

Project 100 A

v

Th1s •s defm1tely our best buy 10 speaker!i.
A 10 1nch 3 w<Jy svstem With ported cabinet.

list $125.00

effici~ncy speaker

list $180.00

.·'

system.

Sale $120

sale $75

--~~~

PIONEER PL·5TOA

Servo-controlled direct drive system.

MICRO·ACOUSTJCS

belt dr1VP. hllntallre wuh
precr.s1on 4 llol!• synchtor"'lous motor.
Prunt!t~r·., llt•st lwfr cfr rve .

.· (f;zf

SHIRT SALE

Full·automutiC

Was S180.00

~

NoW·$.128·

~RM·3·

MiCRO·ACOUSTICS
.
A COMPACT SPEAKER LOUDSPEAKER WITH OPTIMUM DISPERSION
KLH 325 "the

haront!ss"

IS a 8 1nch two W.Jy ~Y~ll'm of PUrl! (jU<JIJty m
sound and construc1JOI1.

Was $200.00

NOW

JUST $125

Fn1 tho~'' who rt•quut• ,m ,•ffrr:wJJI,
c:omp.u:i hollk'>lu•llloutl">pt•.rk,•r Weth .e hrqht•e !hun
ot\IPI,Igt• rh~111 1"11011 f,u:lm,
tlw DllvlmJ•, dlt)J(:J·I

a, ..
Retail $132.00
1h1~ F AM

Now

$102

CHASE THE STATIC
RIGHT OFF YOUR
RECORDS WITH
ONE EASY SQUEEZE
WITH EMPIRE's NEW
STATIC ELIMINATOR
ON SALE FOR

JUST $15

lht 55.00>
Sale $3.45

TRACS C-60

Was $200.00

Now $145

THO~TD165C

don'1 rTiiSS thr!i one I

$115

SOUND GUARD PRESERVATION KIT

List S7.99 ....... Sale

BASF PERFORMANCE
$4.25

li~t

be enhanced by inclusion of the PL·510A
lr1 your system of components.

''

CLEAN EM' UP SPECIALS

scotch

SCOTCH MA511R C-90

Quality stereo pertormance can't help but

There rsn't aewthcr belt drive turntable
111 tbe world that will gwe all the
jH€CiSIOI1 the 165C wrll

YOU SAVE MORE
THAN YOU SPEND I!

CASSETTE TAPES

TRACS C-90

A liTTLE AHEAD Of OUR TIME

'

~

2;

AT WAREHOUSE SOUND WE HAVE A MOUNTAIN
OF TURNTABLES FOR YOU TO SELECT FROM

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lu~n~c~h~,~h~u~rr~ie~d~l~y~e~a~te~n~s~o~m~e~·t~im~e

Get 1 Free
Or20% Off

\

I

KUl\IM Fights Obscurity

Buy2

l

~.

r,
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TURNTABLES

Was $180.00

selected men's
and women's

"'r,

REPEAT OF A SELL OUT!!

AM/FM stereo receiver that has all you'll need.

ByCURTIS.LEE"
. - · between.his morning and afternoon
··
· ···
. - ..
coffee.
LOBO Staff Writer
When the burdens of managing
"Radio, since taking a backseat
KUNM-FM become a little too to television," he said, "has been
much, Paul Mansfield just slips forced, for the most part, into a·
into the "electronic sandbox" and background medium ... kind of like
produces a 30-second radio an- wallpaper," he added reluctantly.
nouncement.
Mansfield said the "hard sell
I'm just like a kid wben I get in DJ"is an example of "commercial
here,"Mansfield said stepping into hucksters" who believe the pro- 1
the production room, a somfdproof · verbial "2 by 4 across the forehead
studio filled with turntables, tape technique" will get the attention of
recorders, and control board. "It's the audience.
just like an electronic sandbox," he
· However, Mansfield said, the
said.
policy at KUMN is to "offer perMansfield has managed the radio sonable programming run by real
station for almost two years and people, there is no hype needed
began working there in 1974 as a here.
"At KUMN we try to speak 'to' perimented
volunteer.
He explained his philosophy of and not 'at' our audience," depth news accompanied by backradio and where it stands hi today's Mansfield said, as the. last bite of ground music" that somehow
society, · over a burrito he calls the burrito disappeared behind a relates with the news being
reported."
"I believe this treatment of the
sloshofcoffee.
"For the first time in our history news has possibilities," he said.
we have a full-time news and public
With the lunch and philosophy
affairs director," Mansfield said, session over, Mansfield sets about
"and therefore the ability to making an announcement for an
monitor and retrieve news of an upcoming KUMN feature.
alternative nature."
Adjusting the seat, Mansfiel.d
Mansfield believes that a station moved closer to the production
should present ideas in a way that . room control board, flipping
stimulates the audience's intellect, switches, checking meters and then
"instead of assuming 'idiocy on the ·said, "Well I guess I'm ready to
receiving end."
figure out What I'm doing."
Radio newscasts, Mansfield said,
Mansfield skims the information
should be presented in depth he has before him and hastily lots
"because many· people depend down what he wants to say, in a
heavily on the broadcast media to hand resembling hieroglyphics.
keep informed.
"The trick now is to see if I can
The moderil newscast should read it," be said.
contain fewer stories, with the
After three unsucessful attempts
important ones covered in greater to get over a rough phrase ,he said
detail, Mansfield said.
jokingly, "I just. brushed my teeth
At KUMN, Mansfield has ex- and I can't do a thing with them,''
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DISCWASHER SYSTEM S1

$5.25

SERIES C-YO

JforSI,~'

WATTS Pr"'"""

w,,. So.95

Now

FIDE LA TONE Reco1tl W<~slwr

$425
S.!Ve 50 11 u

W•s S 15.00

Now

$7,50

3 lor SI.9Y

ror o1t nolc!. {mus~c or ward~)

INSTANT CREDIT
lnqulr11 fordtl•lla

90 DAY FiZJX. f(NAHCiHG

•lndoca1P! m1n1num montl\ly paymenl on our
reYolv1n0 tllarge plan Annual Pfl'rtcrUage rail!
1s 18~~ APR bl!lllcl monlhfy a11Y.!'% monlhly
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WAREHDlJSE SOU~D PRICE" GUARANTEE:
IF YOU FINb E>:ACTL '(THE SAME SVSTI:.M
AVAILABI.E FROM AN AlJTHOAIZEO
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O!:ALEA

SELliNG

FDR

lESS

IN

NEW

. MEXICO WITHIN 30DA'iSWEWitl
~ REFllNOTHE DIFFERENC!: PLUS A
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GEXERAit STORE
111 Harvard SE- 266-7709
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Prof. Walks Down Camera Alley

By BOB LAWRENCE
Asst. Prof. of Jo!lrnalism
0
.g Two questions confront the pro..J spective buyer of a single lens reflex
~ camera today: how much ~an he
o spend, and what does he want to do
8 with the camera?
·
·;;:
The answer. to the last question is
::iE best determined by finding out
~ what the 35 mm SLR can do can
z do. Given everything in the
00 "system" which manufacturers
;:, have developed, you can c;lo
t_ practically anything: portraits,
sports, micro-photography, landscapes, nudes, dance, concerts,
children and animals. Everything
but architecture.
I'll get . plaintive arguments on
that last category; I maintain you
need a view camera with its swing
and tilt controls to handle perspective and rendition problems
satisfactorily. If you just want a
'record of a building, a 35mm SLR_

will do 'it. There are PC (perspective
control) lenses for the SLR. Even
using one o( the best (a Nikkor) I
have not been satisfied. Nor has
anyone I've talked with who makes
a living from architectural
photography. (I don't.)
. Now for the biggie: how much
will it cost? Anywhere from $150
for a relatively simple, used SLR to
$700 for a new Nikon F2. That's
for the body and one lens, for
openers. The "system" can set you
back $10,000 or more (Nikon,
Leica, Canon). What is meant by
"system" is the bewildering array
of bodies, lenses, filters, motor
drives, .electronic flash units and
amalgamated hardware that hits
you in the eye when you walk into a
camera store or pick up annual
buying guides published by photo
magazines.
Modern Photography's September, 1977 issue is a good

example of a roundup of new
equipment, thumbnail descriptions
and prices.
. Here's the essential point: if
you're a beginner you don't need a
system; you need one camera and
one lens and one type of film to get
started. If you're even. semiadvanced you have begun to
acquire a system and if you're a
professional you 'know all this
already.
For those who don't, it's well to
look down the road. The application of computer-controlled technology makes it almost impossible
to buy a poor camera these days.
The quality control of even
modestly-priced units is incredible.
Drop any snob values in approaching the purchase of a
camera. If your speed is occasional
snapshots of friends, families and
scenic attractions, an Instamatic
may be the best possible buy even if

you can afford several Nikons or
Leicas.
If you're already hooked on
wanting sharper images, greater
exposure control and an instrument
to project the real, artistic you, then
a 35 mm SLR is the best way to go.
At this point acquire the one body
and lens, after determining what
you can add to it. The 35mm SLR
accepts a wide variety of lenses.
Lll'E, AP UPI and Time
photographers I've talked and
worked with agree on THE one lens
to get and use, if they (or you) had
to restrict shooting to one lens: it's
the 35mm (focal length). It has
great depth of field, yet is "long"
enough 'to handle portraiture, close
range sports and interior~.
The ·next most useful lens is a ·
telephoto, probably the 135mm for
general purpose. use. It takes acceptable portraits, gener!ll sports
and landscapes. If you mtend tC!__

~ooseyoursecond
~OW!

calculator first.
IN STOCK

Choose the new HP ..29C
from Hewlett..Packard.

The new HP-29C could be the last calculator
you'll ever need. Because it has the programming
power of calculatorS. cos~ing much more-and it
has Continuous Memory.

.

Saves your pregrams and data.
Switch the calculator off, then on and your problemsare still there, ready to solve your programs
day after day. The HP-29C's Continuous Memory
retains the data stored in 16 of its 30 addressable
registers and in the display register.

Write programs of 175 keystrokes.
Each function-one, two, three, or four keystrokes
-requires only one step of program memory. And
with 98 steps of continuous piugram memory, ·
that means you can easily write programs of 175
keystrokes or longer.

Powerful programming features. .
The HP-29C gives you conditional branching,
three levels of subroutines, indirect addressing,
relative addressing, labels, increment/decrement
conditionals, pause, indirect storage register
arithmetic, and more.

'

Easy editing.
Review your program quickly and easily and
insert or delete operations as necessary. You can
even run your program one. step at a time and
check intermediate answers.
.
Sooner or later, chances are you're going to buy
a Hewlett-Packard calculator. And the sooner
the better.
Come in and see the new HP-29C Advanced
Programmable with Continuous Memory today.
Only $195.
f

'
HOLMAN
S
11 INC.
\
1

.

.•.

401 WYDMINI:i BLVD. NE

Ask Holman's
about
student
discounts

2&5-7981

concentrate on sports, then a
180mm or 200mm is the better
choice.·
Zoom lenses, which change focal
lengths and image sizes can save
money and weight. They're getting
better. although th.ey are no.t as
sharp-that is, cannot resolve fine
detail-at varying focal lengths as
well as single focal length lenses.
But they will provide acceptable
sharpness for all but the most
discriminating.
·
·In buying used equipment, give it
the shake test first. Holding it
firmly, shake it to see if anything
rattles, indicating loose fittings,
screws and the like. Then ask the
seller if you can run a roll of film
through it, including indoor and
outdoor shots to see if the meter is
'·
working and if the lens does for you
what you want it to. If the seller
declines, return the equipment,
hold onto your wallet firmly, smile
and exit fast. Reputable sellers have
·no objection to your trying out
equipment under their supervision.
Just like a used car dealer.
Above all, don't be stampeded.
There is a wide variety of photo
hardware available today. Take
your time in reaching a decision;
you're going to be using what you
buy for a long, long time and you
may as well be happy. That's also
why it's important to think in terms
of systems: what will I want to do
next year? Is this a discontinued
model? Will it accept a wide variety
of optional lenses when you're
ready for them? A motor drive?
Who can service it, and where?
New equipment is seldom a
.hassle. There are good mail order
buys which I've resisted so far. I
like to handle equipment to see if it
suits me, not Richard Avedon or
Ansel Adams. Mr. Adams told me
once that the most common
mistake new photographers make is
in trying to buy solutions to photogr.aphic problems instead of
mastering what equipment they
already have. Hold the camera,
look through it, try the controls to
see if you and they are compatible.
Also,
buying
in
per.son-locally-provides you with
follow up advice on how to get
more out of your investment.
Camera salesman want you to keep
coming back because you're
satisfied. They can't be blamed for
not sympathizing with you and
your chrome plated Beelzebon mail
order special after you find out the
firm has folded, along with the
camera.
Albuquerque has many camera
retail outlets. Some are better than
others. Comparison shopping
should include their readiness, to
answer questions as well as their
price and stock on hand.
Last of all, consider the purchase .•
of any camera equipment as an •
investment. You geC what you pay ·
for. Viewed in that light, over a j
period of years, it doesn't cost: it's 1.
a return.

Bloo·d
Plasma::
Donor Center·

'. ·.

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Called Humorless Place
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Panel Cuts West Point
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- An
army panel Tuesday sized up West
Point
as
an
increasingly
"humorless" place, lacking "lightheartedness and zest," where many
cadets are willing to settle for poor
grades and losing teams.
It recommended that civilians
for the first time be given a say in
running the U.S. military academy
in an· effort to restore some of the
old-time zip and striving for excellence to academy life.
The study panel, headed by three
army generals, was appointed to
look further into the recent findings
of an investigative commission that
reviewed • the West Point honor
code following the 1976 cheating
scandals. The commission decided
the code needed to be made less
rigid ·and punitive.
In the report released Tuesday,
the army officers made further
suggestions for updating the code,
but also offered sweeping com- ·

inents on the deteriorating standards and quality of West Point
life. .
They said "marginal scholastic
performances" will now earn a
cadet the once-coveted second
lieutenant's commission, and
lamented that "even the frequency
of success on the playing field has
declined."
Furthermore, the panel said, "A
relatively humorless atmosphere
seems to prevail" at the Academy.
"True," it said, ."West Point is a
serious place engaged in a serious
purpose. It has always been so, but
did not
always lack the
lightheartedness and zest that
characterize most groups of young
people .. ,
"A certain grimness marks many
of the cadets, an outlook which
may blind them to many of life's
humorous aspects and rob them of
much. of the enjoyment of their
four-years experience." ·

Although it concluded that the
Academy is still "basically a sound
institution," the panel also
recommended that the vaunted
honor system should provide lesser
punishments than dismissal for
such ''trivial" lies as hiding whisky
in hair tonic bottles and studying
behind blankets after lights-out.
And it questioned the traditional
authoritarian power of upper
classmen over first year "plebes,"
a system that has made freshman
hazing a way of life at the Point.
The panel recommended creation
of an advisory board, including
civilian members, with a formal say
over operation of the Academy. It
said such a panel would "improve
the Academy's accountability to the
American people."
The report was sent to the West
Point superintendant for action "as
he deems appropriate."

Law Entrance
·To be Illuminated
Professors and students from
UNM School of Law will visit seven
Mexico colleges
and
New
universities, and one in Texas,
during the next month to tell
propspective students how to get
into law school.
Peter Winograd, associate dean
at the UNM Law School, said
teams of one professor and three
students will present· information
on law school admission standards
and procedures and "on the study
and practice of law,''
Campuses to be visited and team
leaders include:
·-New Mexico State University,
·under the direction of Prof. Willis
Ellis, on Sept. 28 at 8:30 p.m. and
on Sept 29 from 9a.m. to 3p.m. in
Corbett Center;
--University of Texas at El Paso,
under the direction of Prof. Wllis
Ellis, on Sept. 30 from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Student Union Bldg.;
--New Mexico Insti.tute of Mining
and Technology, under the
direction of Prof. Peter Winograd,
on Oct 5 from !Oa.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Student Union Bldg. and at

BANGKOK (UP!) -- a Bangkok massage parlor owner ~as
come up with something new-- the "marathon massage."
Krisana Ampom, owner or--the two Bangkok massage
parlors told newsmen she now rents out her masseuses by the
month ·- at least seven hours massage per day guaranteed,
For 20,000 BAHT ($1,000 a month), Amporn's clients,
mostly Chinese Businessmen and Arab oil millionaires, she
says, get the full-time service of a trained Thai masseuse.
Any Masseuse able to massage more than 300 hours per
month is given a gold necklace as a bonus.
Am porn says that her masseuses will even accompany clients
on trips abroad as lpng as a proper accounting of their working
hours is given.
The Masseuses, she said, would also be available for extra
'duty as temporary wives and dancing partners.
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The Testing Division of UNM
Announces Its Regular

noon in the Library Conference
Bldg.;
--New
Me;xico
Highlands
University, under the direction of·
Prof. Jose Martinez, on Oct. 13 at
7:30 p.m. in Room 202 of Burris
Hall and on Oct. 14 from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the Student Union Bldg.;
--St. John's College in Santa Fe,
under the direction of Prof. Lee
Teitelbasum, on Oct. 19 from 2
p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Student Union
Bldg,;
--Eastern
New
Mexico
University, under the direction of
Prof. Robert Desiderio, on Oct. 20
at 7:30 p.m. and on Oct. 21 from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Campus
Union Bldg.;
--College of Santa Fe, under the
direction of Prof. J. Michael
Norwood, on Oct. 28 from JO a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the Student Union
Bldg.;
--Western
New
Mexico
University, unper the direction of
Prof. Robert Schwartz, on Oct. 28
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Student Union Bldg., and at noon
in
the
Senate
Room.

Student Testing Service~
The Testing Division, as a special service, publishes this calendar showing
test dates and registration deadlines which may be of interest to UNM students. This calendar will be published at the beginning of fall and spring
semesters. We suggest that you clip and save this calendarfor future reference.
Closing Date
Test
·Test Date
For Regis.
College Level Examination
Program (CLEP)
Dental Admission Testing
Program
Dental Hygiene Aptitude
Testing Program
Graduate Management
Admission Test

Graduate Record
Examinations

Lance's Collateral Use
Unknown to Bankers
WASHINGTON (UPI) --Two bankers who made loans to Bert Lance
on the same collateral testified Tuesday that neither knew the other was in
the picture.
John F. McGillicuddy, president of Manufacturers Hanover Trust in
New York City, told the Senate Banking Committee he would have taken
immediate action had he knwn that stocks designated by Lance as
collateral for a loan at his bank were being used for another Lance loan at
the Chemical Bank just down the street.
"It would have caused a serious problem in our relationship with Mr.
Lance," he said.
Donald C. Platten, chairman of the Chemical Bank, said if he had
known Manufacturers was seeldng the same collateral "I would have been
troubled by it," but would not have needed to act because he had the
stocks in hand.
The alleged double use of collateral was one of the matters brought out
in earlier Senate hearings which led to Lance's resignation as President
Carter's budget director.
Lance denied there was anything wrong with the arrangement, saying the
status of the collateral was a "negotiable" point and that his loans were
fully repaid.
But during the Tuessday hearing, Sen. Donald Riegel, D-Mich., said: "I
think there was fraud involved. Everybody is· being delicate and saying it's
a misunderstanding."
Riegel suggested that Lance got .lpecial treatment from Manufacturers
I fan over because he was a banker and was well known there.
"The clear s~mc that I have i<. that if an nwragccititcn did that. the full
wcieht of the bank would t:<lllW down." he said. If there are "two sets of
nt!rs" applyin1• to di lfc·1 ~nt ldmh of hank c·ustmlwr,, Riegle' ~aid, JWI'haps
lht• han~inr law' ·;hnuld h~ ,·h:mgcd.
"W<' ccl!ainly don'l tninl there wc•oc· "'"''~"<>I mk,," i\lcUillkuddy
resptmded. "\lr.l :HI<e did lh'i rect'iw "IIY '!Weial handlin:r. ·•
The two bankers; along \\itl1 hlward Palmer, chainnnn of Citilmnk,
New York, ami Richard Thomas, prcsideJH of Fiflt National Bank of
Cbkago, generally supported a relatively milt! Senate-passed bill, now
Jlcnding in the House, to tighten up banking regulations.
Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., chairman of the Senate Committee,
wants to see the bill strengthened -· fot· example, by prohibiting
correspondent banks from making "preferential'' loans to other bankers.

Masseuses Deliver
Full-time Treatment

"'z

Graduate School Foreign
Language Test
Law School
Admission Test

Medical College
Admission Test
Miller Analogies Test
National Teacher
Examination
Optometry College
Admission Test
Pharmacy College
Admission Tc•st

a.m.

\'Ptl'rinary Aptitud<• Test

Wed., Oct.12& Fri., Oct.14, 1977
Sept.19, 1977
Thurs., Nov.17 & Fri., Nov.18, 1977
Oct. 24, 1977
Thurs. Dec. 15 & Fri., Dec. 16, 1977
Nov. 21,1977
Oct. 8, 1977
Sept. 12, 1977
Apr. 29, 1978
March 27, 1978
Oct. 7, 1978
Sept. 11, 1978
Oct. 21, 1977
Nov. 12, 1977
Jan .. l4, 1978
Dec. 23, 1977
Feb.I8,1978
Jan.27,1978
Nov. 5, 1977
Oct. 14, 1977
Jan. 28, 1978
Jan. 6, 1978
Mar. 18,1978
Feb.24,1978
July 8, 1978
·
June 16, 1978
(Note: GMAT application must be in ETS office by the
closing date listed above.)
Oct. 15, 1977
Sept. 19, 1977
Dec. 10, 1977
Nov. 9, 1977
Jan. 14, 1978
Dec. 13, 1977
Feb. 25, 1978 (apt. only)
Jan. 25, 1978
April22, 1978
Mar. 22, 1978
June 10, 1978
May 10, 1978
(Note: GRE applications must be postmarked no later than
the closing date listed above.)
Oct. 8, 1977
·
Sept. 7, 1977
Feb.4,1978
Jan.4,1978
Apr. 8, 1978
March 8, 1978
June24, 1978
May24, 1978
Oct. 8, 1977
Sept. 8, 1977
Nov, 7, 1977
Dec. 3, 1977
Feb.4, 1978
Jan.5,1978
Apr.l5,1978
11ar. 16,1978
July 15, 1978
June 15, 1978
(Note: LSAT applications must be postmarked no later than
the closing date listed above).
Oct. 1,1977
Sept. 2,1977
(Note: MCAT applications must be postmarked no later
than the closing date listed above.)
Call Testing Division (277-5345) for MAT Testing appointment.
Feb. 18, 1978
Jan. 26, 1978
July 15, 1978
June 22, 1978
Indicates with listening tests
Oct. 8, 1977
Nov. 5, 1977
Jan. 14, 1978
Dec. 17, 1977
Mar.18, 1978
Feb. 18,1978
Nov. 12, 1977
Oct. 1.5, 1[)77
Feb. 11, 1H78
Jan. 14. l!J71l
(Note: Ikgistration materials available in coliPge office.~
S<•Jl({•mlwr fJ. lil77. Re,!.!;istration should hl' t'<llllplt•!pd no
lat<•r than St·ph•mbl'r .10, Hl77. J
J)p(•, :).

'

l!l77

(!\ nl<•: Applil'at illllS tllli.\! ht• n•t<'in•d at Tht · p,:;c·holngic·ul·
C11rporation P.O. }l,,'- ·l.lh'> Gra!HI C<·ntral >;fatinll :\tw
York, :>;,Y. IOIH~' "t lt•a,t 15 day; IJpfcm· ,d!<·clnl<•cl fp;fiug
date.).

.
'

Information regarding, applications, fees, walk-in registration procedures and other testing
programs is available from the Testing Division, Room 2, University College Building (27i5345). This o.fficc is open from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Monday through Friday.

Rodney W. Young, Director- Ann Smith. Assistant Dlrt?c/or
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'Dean' of Broadcasters Expands
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N-evv Comedy Falls Flat :f
'l'i

By Tim Gallagher
o
LOBO Editor
"'
"Good
evening
and welcome to
"'"
'8 Action News at six, I'm Dick
0 Knipfing." ·With these worlis, or
8 words to thai effect, KOA T
'B [Channel 7] anchorman Dick
::;;: Knipjing has greeted Albuquerque
~ television news watchers/or the last
Z nine years.
That's at least three
o times as long as any other local
'Z anchonnan. What hold does
'" Albuquerque have on Dick
a. Knipfing? What has he seen here
over the years? What is thl! future
of television news? The LOBO
sought the opinions of the dean of
local broadcasters for the theme of
1his issue.]

""

-'

television. We do the visual job in
presenting the news.',
Dick Knipfing is not a man who
is frustrated in his job. "But I
realize our limitations. Out of a
half-hour newscast, we have about
14 or IS minutes for news. There's
just not that much time to do the
whole job and anyone who tells you
there is, is either a fool or a liar."

Since 1963, Dick Knipling has
been involved in television news in
Albuquerque. He was a reporter at
KGGM in 1963 when John Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas. He
was, a reporter at KOAT in 1967
when Reies Lopez Tijerina led a.
courthouse raid in Tierra Amarilla.
"We're front page," says Dick He was the anchorman at KOAT in
Knipfing in describing television 1970 when protesting UNM
news. "We don't have page A-2. students rioted on.campus.
You turn the page and we're gone.
If people want to be informed, they
Kennedy's assassination is still a
can't plop themselves down in front 'mystery in some sense, Tijerina was
of a television for half an hour or recently cleared in the Tierra
an hour every night.
Amarilla murder case, UNM
"We're the second' part of students still remember the riots

and Dick Knipring is stiH plugging
Because he has stayed in
away at the news in Albuquerque. Albuquerque, Knipfing is probably
Why?
one of the best judges of the
development of television news
"I like the idea of being able to both in presentation and content.
drive to work in five minutes.
Actually, I've had other offers, but
"Sure, there are people who say
the. right one has never come along,
is a slow news town. I
Albuquerque
No, let me change that. The right
don't
think
Albuquerque is that
thing has always been here."
slow
of
a
news
town. In New York,
Knipfing says he's had offers
ABC
Eyewitness
News is the big
from stations in Pittsburgh, Boston
them
last summer
shot.
I
watched
and other places, but turned them
and their lead story at 11 o'clock
was a body found in Central Park
-an hour earlier. How many murders
are there in New .York compared to
Albuquerque? . In Albuquerque, a
murder is a much more newsworthy
event.

(')tes
l'

I

·--------'l'his lV eel.:end
In The

PAUL DEMOS-"! don't know
that much about Paul Demos. He's
relying on organization and he's
not as visible as the others. When
he does speak out he usually winds
up putting his foot in his mouth."

•

The ratings war between ~ •
Albuquerque's leading news ;...,_ _._
stations, KOAT and KOB (channel
4), is still hot and Knipfing says the ••
competition between the stations. ::: ,.....
has forced us into some things th.at ..
weren't justified."
,
/~·

I

511 Wyoming N.E. 265-3667
4523 4th N.W. 345-5301
Belen at 614 Becker 864-3522 •

HARRY KINNEY-"Harry has
not been a very colorful mayor. I'm
not sure that's such a bad thing. TV
kind of demands that politicia!ls be
charismatic. As far as dping a job
I'm not sure charisma is that important."

l ..

I

. , t(\\\e0
NEW FASHION
,
• 0~s
FRAMES
~'c{\Q\~
1631 Eubank N.E. 293-4508

Since he's been around awhile,
Knipfing is one television per·
sonality who could classify as an
expert on New Mexico politics. He
gave capsule appraisals of some of
New Mexico's leading politicians.

"We put a premium on visual
display. On the candidaies forum,
there's a helluva lot of jaws going.
One part of me shudders when I see
that coming on the air, but it's
impprtant to keep the people informed, We're very careful to not
cover things just because it's not
i
visually exciting."

M""o-n.--F~9:00-6:00
Sat.
9:00-2:00

people when they start out want to
go as far as they can. lf they get
good here, there's opportunity to
move elsewhere."

"For instance, the mini-cam, We
au down. "I'm not saying I were getting one, so channel4 had
would've been a smash in those to get one. We got ours, like one
places. I could've bombed out or I day ahead of them. The mini-cam is
could've been another Walter good. It gives us added dimension,
Cronkite. I believe in myself but it's still in its infancy.
enough to think I would've been a
smash."
"It's going through a growing
process and sometimes that's a
painful
growing
process.
Sometimes, some of those pains of
growing show up on the air. For
this size market, I'm not sure the
mini·cam is justified."

Located In The Student Union
Building Base1uent

Friday, September 30
After their farewell performance in Placitas
was rained out

CADILLAC
BOB
One Last Time
Saturday, October 1
Boogie and Dance with

CURIOSITY

Check out the Food and Drinks at the

Admission I•t•ices
Students
(Witl• UNlU ID, I•Jns One Guest)
$1.00£acl•
.I•ublic-$2.00 l~ach

Reporters come and go in
Albuquerque like travelling
salesmen. "You have to look at the
size of the market to understand
why," said Knipfing. "It's not that
big a market and it's a good place
to get some experience. Most'
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JERRY APODACA-"He's
been a good governor. He gets a
bad rap because he's impetuous.
He's got a great deal of integrity.
When he makes a decision he stands
by it and this has gotten him into
trouble with the Albuquerque
Journal."
TONY ANAYA-"1 think Tony
has done a very effective job. My
only question is how deep have
things gone? There have been many
indictments, but how many con.
victions? In some ways, all
politicians use the us (the mec:Iia),
We have been used very well by
Tony A?aya."
BRUCE KING-"l'm not sure
how to capsulize Bruce King. He'll
probably be re-elected governor.
Many people think because of the
way he talks, that he's a country
bumpkin. Bruce King is not a
country bumpkin.''
JIM WILKERSON-"! know
Jim Wilkerson. I think he's a nice
, guy."
BUD DAVIS-'-"Bud Davis will
be a good president of the
University of New Mexico because
he knows what it takes to be a
president of a state university. He
has to be a politician."
JOE MONTOYA-"Joe
Montoya was, or is, an old-style
politician who got caught up in a
·changing politican scene. He didn't
run a very smart campaign."
JACK SCHMITT-"He's very
intelligent. but he's still got a lot to

DAVID RUSK-" David Rusk is
a very affable person. I don't know
whether he can win though. Kinney
will probably get the Heights and
Demos will get the Valley. That
doesn't leave a whole lot for David
Rusk.''

prove. ' 1

PETE DOMENJCI-"Pete is a
very effective senator. I was very
impressed with his ability to get the
water users bill through the
senate."

DICK KNIPFING-"It's hard
for me to sum me up. At the risk of
sounding immodest 1 think I'm
good at what I do. I recognize our
shortcomings at the same time I
realize there is more we can do. 1
don't have any apologies for what
I'm doing .
Coming from New York, a hot
bed of sports, Knipling is a self
described baseball nut. He moved
to New Mexico with his family in
1951 , then left and came back to
UNM in 1961. With an on-again,
off·again
academic
career,
Knipfing finally got his degree in
history from UNM last year.
By that time he was a well-known
personality in Albuquerque. He is
interrupted frequently when in
public.
It's part of the business. I guess
anyone in television has to be on a
mild ego trip, at least. f'm gratified
people recognize me, but it can be a
pain, I'm embarrassed when I'm
asked for my autograph. " You
asked Duke Snider or Mickey
Mantle for an autograph. "I don't
consider myself in the same league
with them. I feel awkward.

In Mystery Radio Theatre

Macabre Rattles'Airways
By STEVE SMITH
LOBO Staff Writer
It's II p.m. in the Duke City,
Radio dials all over town turn to
1450 on the AM band. Eerie music
begins to play. A sinister voce
sneers over the airwaves. "Come
in, Welcome to the CBS Radio
Mystery Theatre." The highest
rated nighttime radio show in
Albuquerque has just begun,
Jerry Groner, program director
for KRZY, the station that
broadcasts the show, said the
Mystery Theatre holds 14 per cent
of Albuquerque's nighttime radio
audience .. He said the station's

surveys indicate that the 14 per cent
represents a good cross section of
the city's population. "It's surprising the number of young people
who are really into it."
The show, produced each month
in New York, is done in the style of
the mystery radio shows from the
30's and 40's complete with
creaking doors, ·bloodcurdling
screan:s and closet corpses.
Sometimes the story is an update of
a classic l1orror talc by somebody
like Edgar Allen Poe, but more
often, they are written by modern
script writers especially for the
Mystery Theatre.

A Little Bird Told Me_.
PEACE CORPS/VISTA
IS COMING
ON CAMPUS:
Oct. 5-7

Information Table:
Student Union

-------------~.~----------~----~

'

JO ANN . EASTHAM-"Like
her slo.gan says, she's different. Idon't think she can win. I won't
beat around the bush. She's raised
some questions that haven't been
answered. I like to see someone like
her in the. campaign. She keeps
things from getting too stodgy.''

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
After this week's television view·
mg, I feel old, I used to laugh when
I watched comedy on T.V. What·
ever happened to it? Remember
when it was funny and you used to
sit in front of the screen and laugh
for the full length of the show?
Well maybe T.V. comedy is still
funny, but I'm not laughing.
Remember when Max would ask
the Chief for the 'cone of .silence'?
It never worked but then again it
never failed to produce streams of
tears from my eyes and, on several
occasions, almost caused me to
micturate uncontrollably from
laughter.
Remember Agarn's foreign
cousins? They would visit him at
Fort Courage and have Wrangler
Jane swooning before the first Ajax
white knight commercial.
Remember Mr. Mooney and
Mrs. Carmichael, or the Ricardos ·
and the Mertzes?
Remember "Car 54," "It's
About Time," "The Dick Van
Dyke Show," "Rango," "The
Honeymooners,"
"McHale's
Navy," "Sgt. Bilka," "Gilligan's
Island," "My Mother the Car,"
"Gomer Pyle," "The Andy
Griflith Show," "I Dream of
Jeannie," "Camp Runamuck,"
"Doctor in the House," "Dobie
Gillis," "Leave it to Beaver,"
"Bewitched," the "Flying Nun,"
and "Mr. Ed"?
I admit, some of ihose shows
were inane, but others were really
funny. They were filled with
humor.
.Revolving
around
ridiculous situations, the old
programs were not burdened with
the deep socio-economic questions
oftoday's so called "comedy."
A friend said to me yesterday "If
they take 'M.A.S.H.' off the air,
I'll stop watchingT. V."
ft may be the case with many
viewers whose- tastes are simple:
give me a comedy with lots of
laughs so I don't have to lose any
sleep over other things.
Today Maude screams about
abortion, Archie Bunker groans
about niggers, spies, kikes and
hippies, children arc beaten in
"Good Times" and sexual equality
is a constant topic in "One Day at a
Time."
Although these messages and
subjects are very contemporary and
true of modern society, they have
no place in comedy. When I want to
watch a comedy, I want to laugh
and forget. I don't want to hear an
overrated actress screaming about
miscarriages.

I really miss the old shows, inane
or not, when I could sit in front of
the set and vegetate for an hour or
The 'sinister voice that welcomes advertising anywhere except over so. But I would laugh until my sides
listeners to "join us again for their own station. On the lirst night ached.
another adventure in the macabre" of the time switch the station
When was the last time you saw
belongs to E. G. Marshall who may received over 170 calls after 10 p.m.
anything
as funny as a 'code 3' on
be remebered as the senior Preston from angry listeners who wan ted to
on television's "The Defenders". know what had happened to their "Get Smart" when the Chief's
Most of the actors who appear on program. As well as indicating the office would be raided by frogmen
the Mystery Theatre are not as well popularity of the show this also told and K-9, control's senseless mutt?
knoW1i as Marshall although oc· Groner that many of the listeners in Or even the antics of 0' Rourke
casionally a familiar name does the Mystery Theatre audience were Enterprises in "F-Troop" and their
dealings with the infamous
appear,
not regular KRZY listeners.
Hcckawe Indians.

Groner said that from 7 p.m.
until II p.m. KRZY holds about 9
per cent of the city's radio
audience. That percentage jumps to
14 per cent from II Ul)til midnight
when the Mys!cry Theatre' is 011 the
air.

Wednesday: Alexander Dovshenko's

Shors
•

But, with a· few exceptions, the
trend today is to shove the tragedy
of the human condition down our
throat and disguise it as comedy.
The introduction of contemporary problems in today's sit·
com has replaced the insanity of
ye~terday's fun. The jokes in some
of these comedies aren't even
funny. They are either watered
down to a point of predictability or
tainted with "mature subject
matter."

-
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~

"
I have yet to meet anyone who 0r;·
has had a good belly laugh wat- 0

ching "What's HapJ)ening,'' even "'
though the idiots in the 'live ~
audidience are presumably rolling 0t'"'
<T
in the aisles.
.o
U)

Maybe today's comedy really is
funny. Maybe I'm getting old.
Maybe I lost my sense of humor
watching re·runs of '"fhe
Avengers."
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Popejoy Hall
Present

Out~ of

Step

·Perpetrated By
,j

Michael Brown

:I

A multi-media, historical, musical
resume of the most famous frumps,
frauds, conmen and eccentrics in our
past. Satire in songs. If you miss it
you're a lunatic.

Sunday, October 9 8:15p.m.

...

Tickets $3.00, 4.00, ?.00
UNM Students with Activity Cards
1/2. price
Tel. 277-3121

!NOW SHOWING!!
l=l motion picture thot will
moke you re-examine everyone
you've ever wonted to be.

3Women
.·r:·

.

'
':<:.·

i''·.BEST
WINNER
' )-.·
//.
•
A crREsS \: '•
;t: SHELL~Y DIJVALL , :

"'

"
3women
writer/producer/director Robert Allman
starring Sissy Spacek· Shelley Duvall .Janke Rule
music Gerald Busby murals Sodhi Wind
filmed in Panavision· color Deluxe·
The Union (sub) Theatre

s

<T

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

,

Thursday: You Only Live Once
7:00 and 9:15

~
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Twenbelh Cenlury• Fox ·'\· m1 cANNEs / .:
Presents
...., FU..\I FF.sTIVA~ i -

Groner said KRZY used to air the
~how from 10 p.m. till II p.rn.
When the station moved the show's
slatting time to II it did so'without
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ShowtimesWeekdays • 7:30·9:45
Weekends -12:45·3:00
5:15·7:30·9:45
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SUB Theatre Projects
A Brand NelN ln1age
By PAUL SCHERR

pointed out some key features of
LOBO Staff Writer
the new machines:
Two new film projectors have
-Each projector can handle a
upgraded the SUB movie theater to complete movie on one reel.
professional status, and the better
-On the old projectors, a movie
quality is likely to attract a larger often required four of five reel
audience said Tom Heady, chair- changes. Even if there were no
man of the ASUNM Film Com- breakdowns,, which was a frequent
mittee.
occurrence, the continuity was lost.
The projectors, purchased last
-The projectors are equipped
week at a cost of $12,000, replaced with cinemascope and zoom lenses,
the Bell & Howell sealed arc The old ones had to be fitted with
projectors that were used for show- cinemas cope
1ens e s-a
ing films in the SUB even though problem-and the picture looked
they are designed for use in a squashed. The zoom lens enables a
classroom.
cinema class to focus on technical
Luther Kent, manager of the detail.
Television for Instructional Media
-The projectors will be
·Service and the person responsible equipped with "silent speed,"
for the proie.cto!'s l)!lQ&l!)_n?J!<;.e_,__ meaning a silent film_ can be shown

REMINDER
Registration for
the November 5, 1977
Undergraduate Assessment
Program
t

')

/

Materials for tesfregistration are
available in College offices.

Specials ·
Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

LOBO Sports Editor

The new Lobo Fan Club,
sponsored by the UNM Alumni
Association, is intended to give
UNM students, faculty and staff a
chance to talk to Lobo coaches as
well as view game films.
The Lobo Fan Club, now in its
third week of existence, has
changed its location from the SUB
Theatre to the SUB South
Ballroom. The move was made by
the
creator of the Wednesday
noontime get together, Bill Walter,
in order to give the participants a
more relaxed feeling,

5-8pm
Shrimp
Cocktail

.Sl.OO
This Week:
H. Hopper

A Fine Drinking Est.ablishmenl

5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250

WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Topranking military officers dehied
Tuesday they were politically
pressured into declaring support for
the Panama Canal treaties, and
Defense Secretary Harold Brown
called the suggestion "an insult."
In Senate Testimony, Brown and
three of his key military advisers
said the treaties serve U.S. security
interests from a purely military
standpoint because the canal
cannot be adequately defended
without Panama's cooperation.
"This is an insult to our military
leaders," Brown told the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee's
when Sen. Dick Clark, D-lowa,
asked whether the Joint Chiefs of

OLD WEST PHOTOGRAPHY
Antique Portraits
Costumes To

Photos Ready
nrm IVti u. llll1lll \t ®§

Fh Owell' C~«!rltllnee
§UD~diBi~ l.FR~lJ:®£3

W&<B JD)© <Gilll. Ull ~e a<Sfr h l1il cdl
Cliwii.H Will7t Shots

<G:hJerro 1[ © ·

Fraternities And
Sororities

In OldTown
842-8838

323 Romero St.
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record cleaner with'purchase
of any record player
Register for Oct. 10 drawing
pair bose speakers
Pioneer-centrex cassette t-shirts

Stereo lovers
get more at HUDSON'S
lowest prices possible
wide select ion

Walter said that 10 to 15 tables
will be placed in the ballroom so
that anyone who would like to eat
their lunch while attending the
Lobo Fan Club meeting may do so.
The first meeting of the Lobo
Fan Club was kicked off by
football coach Bill Mondt,
basketball coach Norm Ellenberger
and three ofMondt's top gridders.
Mondt and Ellenberger were also
on hand at the second gathering of
the Lobo Fan Club along with
freshman football coach Reese
Smith.
The Club also gives sports buffs
on campus the opportunity to ask

the coach and players questions
concerning the game over the
weekend or the game to come.

Staff had yielded to administration
pressures in declaring support for
the controversial pacts.
"It is not helpful to question the
integrity and honesty of our
military leaders," the defense
secretary said.
The exchange, even-tempered
and without apparant rancor, came
during the second day of the
committee's three week hearings
into the pacts that would give
Panama control of the waterway by
the turn of the century, while
ensurirfg permanent U.S. rights to
defend its neutrality.
The Senate must ratify the
treaties by a tWo-thirds vote in
order for them to take effect.
Gen. George Brown, chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told Clark
that, while military discipline
requires ofricers to uphold official
policy after it bas been officially
established, they also have an
obligation to state their own
opinions
in
response
to
congrec;sional questioning.
On that 'core, he 'aid, "I have
pcr,onally worked wry diligently to

II. (ictt. 1>.1'. :-.lc,\uliik, the
(<>IIlllH\ndt•r
del'ct~>c

~~'pon,ih!c

for

tht•

James Ilolloway, the ('hicf or
Naval Operations, also assured the
· panel they support the treaties.
As expected, the defense
secretary and his military advisors
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closeout

9908

our lowest
price ever

Garrarcl

$111 OO

A-170
Also
Front
load

Nat. Adv.
1120°0

A-100 w/c ·
$15495

NOW

$68° 0 ea.

A-150 w/c
$179 95

(Y)PIONEER
Speakers on sale
Pioneer HPM s199 9s
Superscope S-308 s3495
RTR 2400 S199 95
Bolivar 64H s135~o
M cl ntosh-Demo s45ooo
Avid 101 s149° 0
AVid 100 S89°0

SUPER
SPECIAL
SYSTEMS
No.1 JVC
Garrard

S37995

Receivers on sale
Pioneer 450 S169.95
.. · .. Pioneer 550 s199 95
. _. Kenwood 4070 s269 95

No. 2JVC
Garrard
Bose

: :·..Turntables on sale

No.3JVC
Garrard
Bolivar

:... Garrard 440M s5soo
:·:. :ouai502S149 95
. : ·. · Bic 920 s75oo
...·. B ic 940 S129 95

$499 95

S59995

NEW!

NEW!GT-10

The ultimate in
stereo Receivers!

Ben unve Automatic

Hear the di:'ference

• ! ·~~

IT;.

Of course we guaqantee
& service everything· we sell

3-way
Speaker
Project
100A

·LUX Audio

or tl1e Canal, and Adm.

up

satisfaction guaranteed
when you're happywe're happy

The game film from the UNM·
Colorado game also will be shown
today.

ri,,!hr'~.

$]595

q~®
w•1h base
dust cove~
ucll

ll royt~

·

$8995

Sharpe
cassette
with
Dolby
list'169"5
For this sale
only

$11995

~

Cl

includes shure M91 ED

At today's Lobo Fan Club UNM
cross-country and track coach Bill
Silverberg will be on hand to talk
about the 1977 edition of the Lobo
distance squad.

achicrt! thc~c trcatic~·, heL'tHt:.e he
and hh mi!irarv rt·cr~. Hied tht~\ an.•

From

~

"'

Why are these
speakers rated
"most accurate"
by national reviews
hear for yourself

cornparsion facilities
courteous-knowledgeable·
advice-no hi.gh
pressure
service after the sale
the best sound for you
people who care
best stereo values available

The Lobo Fan Club will cover all
20 varsity athletics on campus and
each coach will be on hand to tell a
little about his or her team.

presented ·to the committee the
pentagon view that U.S. security
interestsare better served by assured
use of the canal, as provided for in
the treaties, than by ownership.
Gen Brown said, for example,
that the U.S. could not stop a
Panamanian saboteur from
blowing up a lock and disrupting
operations at least temporarily.
And defense against an external
attack, he said, would require the
U.S. to dispatch 100,000 troops -nearly one fifth the maximum
number involved in the Vietnam
war ·- to defend the waterway in !I
''worst case scenario."
"Our capability ot defend the
Panama Canal," he said, "will be
enhanced through cooperation with
the government of Panama."
Senators pressed the Pentagon ,
witnesses to explain app;Hen t'
differences
in
U.S..
and
Panamanian interpretation of the
c;omc treaty provisions, especially
on the issue of whether the U.S. has
the firm, legal ri~ht tO U.\C force, j f
ncces\ary, to kc~p the canal open
and ncu!l'al after the year 2000.
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ITEMS ON
SALE THROUGHOUT
THE STORE-CHECK
EARLY-SOME SUPER
SPECIALS LIMITED STOCK
SAVE ON AMPS
RECEIVERS-TUNERS
SPEAKERS-ACCESSOR! ES

T-shirts with purchase of $15 Qr more
limit one per customer- not for sale
an original you'll want to have!
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SAVE UP·TO 55o/o OFF LIST ON SOME ITEMS

Pentagon. Brass ~acks Carte,r;
Ratification Support Declared
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Fan Club Hlts a Horner·

ends 5:00p.m. September 30, 1977
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We're starting our 7th year with our biggest sale ever!

By PETER MADRID
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Sports Buffs Gather to Gab

Senior Exit Test
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at its original speed of 18 frames
per second rather than the 24
frames per second of the old
machines, eliminating the "jerky"
quality.
-No wann-up time, as opposed
to the two to five minutes for the
Bell and Howells.
-Sound:' The old Bell & Howells
where madke to dhrive a sing!~ eight
o m spea er. T e new projectors
are designed to drive a sound
system: i.e. mixer, amplifer, multispeakers.
--,-The light source of the projectors is 3,000 lumens as contrasted
against the 2,200 of the Bell and
Howells. This creates a brighter,
clearer picture.
-The lamps maintain a constant
color temperature, which means a
steadier image. The old ones were
gradually losing theirs.
-Easier to operate; the projectors are professional equipment,
geared for rapid and easy
operation.
-The lamp will last 2,800 hours
as opposed to 40 hours for the Bell
and Howell.
"Reliability is the main factor,"
Kent· said. "The failure on these
things should be minimal."

"88 hour test"

I

I

We made a special purchase
and you get the benefit
AM-FM Stereo receiver
JRS·200 Mark II 35/35 Watts

J VC .

reg. •3oo••

NOW$23995

COMPARE THE NEW

.JVC

cassette decks with
any others $199 95; up
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0 "Ji'xtensions"/Ra/pll Graham/RCA APLI-2307
By JANE QUESNEL
0
..-l
You tend to be suspicious these days of any albm_n that is composed and
~
'Oi performed by the same person, unless they're a big name on whom you're
p already sold. You could miss a lot of good albums this way, especially
0
. ·
u albums like Extensions.
'i<
Written
and
sung
by
Ralph
Graham,
this
disc
is
comprised
of
songs
<lJ
~ covering many ranges of mood and vocal style. Graham has a nice voice,
that can even be classed as excellent at times. His' lyric sensitivity is ex<lJ
z pressed equally in his singing; Graham pro)11ises to be an artist.
.;
The flip side of the album is better than the first, but don't overlook the
best. cut, "You Make Me Feel," sandwiched in the middle of side one. This
" is one of several Graham does in a folk style, and it is extremely well done,
~
:l.. Following is "You Feel Good to Me," a driving rock number that wraps
up the first side.
"When Love Is Gone," is a wistful, beautifully expressive piece, using a
full orchestral backing. Graham exhibits his skill in the field of soul with
"What Am I To Do" and "Let's Make a Deam," proving himself truly
versatile. Also exceptional is the final band num.ber "When Baby's Got the
nwt~>," which is highlighted by the piano and synthesizer work of Rob

"Tom Petty & Heartbreakers"/Shelter RecordsSRL 52006
By RICHARD HUGHES
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers have come up with a rather unique
album. After long and careful deliberation, there is no choice but to plug
it.
·Petty and friends play your typical rock 'n roll without the usual
redundancy. One of the keys to keeping everything fresh is the mix, which
strangely ~nough allows everything to be heard without the characteristic
muddle,
Now before every·one runs out to buy it; it does not sound like Fleetwood
Mac. It reminds one of the music from the middle 60's, relying more on
what sounds interesting than on what sounds complex.
The v,acals are also suprisingly !IOod and versatile for the neo-punk
lyrics. Despite the overall simplicity, the ability of Petty and the Heart-breakers is high, and they obviously prefer pursuing their own goals. rather
than follow another's path.
Everyone has a different impression of who these guys sound like (i.e.
they sound like no one). The only problem with this album is that no one
has told the world what to think about it, and until it's discovered what is
stylish, most will reserve judgement regardless of merit..
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R~lph Gr~h~m

More Outstanding Values
Now Available
From
.

2122 Central SE
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THE PLAYBOY GOURMET.
By Thomas Mario. A sumptuous bill
of fare of over 800 dlshes, all of them
party tested by both young and
veteran cooks, the well-dined, the wellwined and the well-traveled-befom
each section them are guidlines for the
beginner as well as for the advanced
chef- here is everything about the actual practice of cooking and serving of
fine food. 31 full color photos, plus
drawings.
originally 14.95 Sale $6.98

243-1777
, TREASURY .OF KAH£11.
GIBRAN Edited by Martin L Wolf;
Translations from the Arabic by Anthony R Ferns. The magnificent
poetry and prose of Kahil! Gibran,
author of The Prophet, nine great
books gathered together in one giant
-volume. Includes the texts of Secrets
qf the Heart, Tears and Laughter and
Spirits Rebe/1ious, along with much of
Gibran's hitherto unpublished
writings.
Originally 7.95 Sale $3.98

i,
Pl.A YBOY'S WINE AND SPIRITS COOKBOOK. By
Thomas Mario. Playboy's food and drink edltor recounts the charming history of the centuries-old art of cooking with wine and spirits
and includes 300 never-before-published, carefully tested recipes, each
featuring the use of wine, vermouth, whiskey, brandy, rum, aquavil or
other spirits, familiar or exotic, 27 full colorplates. Index.
Originally 17.95 Sale $6.98
70101X. THE TOMB OF
TUTANKHAMEN. By Howard Carter.
This is the orie and only firsthand account of
the actual discovery of this archaelogicallandmark in 1922, providing not only a portrait
of the life and death of a pharoh, but also the
sense of awe and excitement which spurred
the explorers as the tomb yieldes up its extraordinary riches. 82 photographs, 17 in full
color. 8x10.
Originally15.00Sale $5.98

A SECOND TREASURY OF
KAH£11. GIBRAN. Books include:· The Broken Wings, The voice
of the Master, Thoughts and·
Meditations, and Kahli/ Gibran: A Self·
Porlrai~ each critically hiiUed a
masterpiece.
Originally $7.95 Sale $3.98
PAUl. McCARTNEY AND WINGS. byTonyJasper.Thecornplete story of Wings from their formation to the present the facts
behind the break-up of the Beatles; profiles of indlvidual band members· Paul and Linda's family life; full discography. Over 150 photos of
Paui IJnda and the band, 50 in color, 81/2 x 111/2 page size.
Special $4.98
'
THE COMPLETE WORKS OF
WILI.IAM SHAKESPEAR from the
Text of Johnson,_ steevens and Reed;
Biographical Sketch by Mary Cowden
Clarke. Exact reproduction of a 19 century
edition published in England, 706 pages of
text that contain the entire works of
Shakespeare, including his sonnets. Attractively bound; gilt-stamped on front and
spine. Nine page glossary. 6x9 page size.
Special $4.98
HOW TO BE AWAKE AND Al.IVE. By Newman and
Berkowitz. Common·sense insight into how our ideas, prejudices and
fears that developed during our young years can prevent us from
achieving happiness today. 51/2x 81/2 page size.
Originally 4.95 Sale $1.00

'

INTERNATIONAL BOOK OF BEER
CAN COI.l.ECTING. by Richard Dolphin.
The IP.ading expert on beer cans in the U.K.
writes about the growth of this hobby o\ler the
last few years-he provides a guide to the iden·
tification of cans and as assessment of the
current market. Contains separate sections on
prindipal types of cans and commemorative
and special issue cans. Over120 illistrations, 24
in color.
Special $6.98

701710 LAUREl. AND HARDY. By
John McCabe, AI Kilgore and Richard W.
Bahn. A penetrating overview of the
professional and personal lives of Stan and
Ollie from the conception of the team
through the days of their highest popularity
and the years od theit decline. Lavishly
illustrated with almost 1500 photographs of
the two clowns on and off the sets of their
105 films, 81/2 xll.
Originally $25.00 Sale $9.98

'

ffii_ld Explosion Lies Beyond
"Dawn Explosion "!Captain Beyond/WB BS-3047
By GEORGE GESNER
Captain Beyond is a high energy rock group with former members of
Iron Butterfly and Johnny Winter present.
The musicians are seasoned, and Willy Daffern is a fine replacement for
ex-Deep Purple vocalist Rod Evans, but the album lacks the consistency
needed for a tight musical package.
With the exception of three numbers, the hard rock numbers are not
·exceptional and their experimentation into spacy jazz rock does not work.
They have the talent, but they need originality of thought.
Best cuts are : "Icarus," "Fantasy" and "Alo_ne in the Cosmos," B
minus.

ANNOUNCING

Student Book Store

The UNffi m~rchlng B~nd In Boulder, Colo.

Jaguar S~ort ·on Cylinders
Ch~rles

ffilngus

Slue ffilngus
"Three or Four Shades of
Blue "/Charles
Mingus/Atlantic
-8DT700'
By JANE QUESNEL
This album is the product of one
of Charlie Mingus' six day "jazz
workshops." With a host of guests,
as well as his own band, Mingus has
assembled five cuts which will
please everyone from the neophyte
jazz fan to the inveterate expert.
The opening song "Better Get
Hit In Your Soul" shows off the
guest guitar work of Philip
Catherine and Larry Coryell.
Although Mingus' distaste of
guitars ia a well-known fact, he
found these two to be jazz artists of
the first rank.
"Goodbye, Porkpie Hat"
follows, with more good guitar
wotk and the veteran expertise of
George Coleman on sax. Mingus
also flashes o'ut brightly here with
one of his first solos on the disc.
"Noddin Ya Head Blues" wraps
up side one, opening with Bob
Neloms playing solo piano, quickly
joined by Coleman and Ricky Ford
on tenor sax.
The flip side contains the title
cut, which is an incredible melange
of blues styles. Trying to follow this
is like trying to capsulate the history
of blues in 12 minutes. Mingus and
his group wander in and out of
Ellington forms, bebop, a Count
Basic walking blues, brief tributes
to Jimmy Blanton (the most innovative bassist ever) and Bird
Parker and the most complex of all:
an Afro-Cuban, Puerto Rican basicroot structure, with an East Indian
melodic overtone blues line.
Transitions are made so smoothly
that unless you know what you are
listening to, it moves swiftly past in
u blur or virtuoso playing.
'1 ne album ends with a tight
composition built ardund an old
spiritual ''Nobody Kt10ws," In the
field of jazt. albums this year, this
disc rates four stars.

"Jaguar"IRCA APLI-2420
By PETER RICKER
Jaguar is as mellow rock band, with a touch of disco, out of Memphis.
The band's main driving force is Roy Howell, who plays lead guitar on
most of the cuts. He also composed eight of the 10 songs on the album. A
few selections are worth being mentioned; "Flying,'' "Closer to You,"
"Daisy" and "Cat's Out."
The Jaguar's have potential, as the talent is there. Production is a little
weak, with a few mis-cues and some bad mixing on a couple of the
numbers.
Buying this album is like buying a twelve cyiinde~ Jaguar XKE with only
four good cylinders.
" •
.
·
·

By DON POULSEN
The Lobo Marching Band
opened their 1977 marching season
this past Saturday at tlie UNM/CU
.football game in Boulder, Colo.
The 192 member band presented
the first part of the halftime show
for which it received ovations from
an enthusiastic Colorado audience,
Under the field direction of Willy
Wills and Kurt Chrisman, the band
displayed two different styles of
marching and three styles of music
ranging from the more traditional
"Hail to the Fleet" to the mellower
and
more , .contemporary
''Feelings''.
A percussion· interlude featured
the dancing of head drum major

.Vilis. Also featured in the show
were twirlers Adrian Agee, Cindy
Marshall and Cindy Rogers and the
band's sixteen member flag corps.·
The home marching season
begins October 8 when UNM plays
against ASU. The ban(! will present
halftime entertainment and will
combine with the West Mesa high
school band for the pre-game show.
In addition to the five home
football games this season, the
Lobo band ·has plans to travel to
Las Cruces for the game against
New Mexico State. The band will
also perform in the President's
Concert October 14 and provide
pre-show entertainment when the
British Grenadiers come to the

z
~

~

football stadium November 3. As a ~
prelude to the season the Lobo ~
Marching Band participated in the §'
New Mexico State Fair parade.
tl
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WHO Needs DoJtre,y ·
"One of the Boys "/Roger
paltry/MCA-2271
By GEORGE GESNER
The man who sang about
generations, pinball wizards, magic
buses, squeeze boxes and Boris the
Spider leaves the Who once again to
devote his voice to material from
such songwriters "as Steve Gibbons, ·
Murray Head, Andy Pratt, Paul
Me Cartney, Colin Blunstone and
Philip Good hand-Tait.
Roger Daltry' s vocal stength is
stronger in the rockers as opposed
to the ballads, with the exception of
Head's classic number, "Say It
·Ain't So Joe."
There are some excellent
numbers on the alburn, but
Daltrey' s better off with the Who.
Best cuts are "Avenging Annie,''
"Say It Ain't So Joe" and "One of
the
Boys."
C
plus.

Jazz Fails

Roger

D~ltry

"MatrixlX"IRCA APLJ-2452
By Brian Matthews
Matrix IX is... well they're a
"jazz group." At least they're
supposed to be. They are nine men
out of Wisconsin and their music
sounds as though it's influenced by
Strauss.
Matrix IX is an experiment.
However, when you experiment
you need to have some type ·of
procedure, even some type of
results in mind. It seems though this
group just wanted to record an
album, so they did with no certain
procedure and nothing definite in
mind. The results arc not too good.
This was an experiment, and the
experiment failed.

·-

YOUR CAMPUS SOUND CENTER

FOR28YEARS

GIVES YOU MORE
WITH OVER 62 YEARS OF SOUND ADVICE
Bill Colin Steve Barbara Herbert Aileen
Pace Randolph Borhegyi Eaves Briggs Briggs
High Fidelity- Professional Souild & Video Recorder Specialis~s for
HIGH SCHOOLS- DISCOS- BANDS- STUDIOS- CHURCHES

SELECTED AND EXCLUSIVE LINES
ADVENT- ACUPHASE- BOSE- AUDIO PULSE- MciNTOSH- ADS - BGWJENNINGS- JVC- JBL- NAKAMICHI- HARMON KARDON- YAMAHATANNOY- UREI- alsoB.I.C.- BARRARD- SONY- TEACSHURE- CROWN· PHASE LINEAR- AKG - SENNHEISER- TASCAM TAPCO- CLUBMAN- VEGA- AND MANY OTHERS

EVERY DAY SPECIAL~- PACKAGE SYSTEM PRICES
MOST SHURE CARTRIDGES

1/2 OFF LIST
SONY C60t2 CASSETTES
$1.00
-box o£12

vc
JR-S200-II
reg. $300
$239.95

HI-FI House has been serving New Mexico's sovnd needs for over a quarter of a century. We have the
equipment, knowledge and experience to give you the best sound for your money (as in satisfaction
guaranteed). We arrange financing, accept trade-ins, provide for layaways, have special bargains and
package systems and believe in SERVICE·
.

IN-HOUSE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT
TRADE-IN'S • FINANCING • <:;REDIT CARDS

255-1694
0
(Girard & Central just east of UNM)·
C. 'D NEEDS FOR OVER 26 YEARS • 3001 Monte Vista'NE
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head toot ball coach Bill Mondt,
But until Wright dons the
turquoise and cherry of a varsjty
uniform, he· will have to settle for
Daily LOBO
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Vegetarian C&•is:ine '-'»~en
7:30wkdays
featuring:
8:30 wkends
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Salads Soup
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are on sale now
for 25c
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"Brad reads the option keys and
pitches well," Smith said, "He
knows when to run and when" to
pitch,"
Wright played his first game as a
varsity player Saturday against
Colorado throwing an interception.

I
I

BRAD WRIGHT
LOBO Player of the Week

The linkers next tourney is this
weekend as the men golfers travel
to the Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs for the 9th annual Falcon Golf Championships.
The Lobos have won the 24-team
meet twice before. The course will
be a 54-hole course.
Defending
Falcon
Golf
Chamipions and WAC foe Brigham
Young will headline the teams
competing this weekend in
Colorado.

Ele"'ents Spell Defeat

ByEDJOHNSON
UTEP, apparantly on their way of34:04.
LOBO Sports Writer
to another crown, grabbed the first
Stanley Waquie finished three
The defending national champs, seven places.
places and eight seconds behind
~ a hot day for running and some UNM was without its top two Kipkurgat with a 34:12 clocking.
,.,: below 'par performances by the runners as ·Peter Butler was in
Utep's Frank Munene grabbed
UNM cross country team spelled a Canada and Harrison Koroso-was first in a time of32:01.
,.,: dismal meet for the Lobos ill.
Sliverberg said, "We could have
David
Segura,
from
Santa
Fe,
better."
run
:::::::-._ __
was the top Lobo, finishing eighth
Waquie said, "We just didn't run
in 33:47 on the 10,000 meter course. well at all. They had some super
Lobo coach Bill Silverberg said runners."
"We didn't run up to our potenThe race was the first cross
tial."
country meet for Waquie,
·~4Segura said, "We were running Kipkurgat, Jeremiah Ongwae and
with them the first three miles. I freshman Elmer Martinez.
think the heat got to us."
Segura said, "I'm starting to feel
sammy Kipkurgat, .• who led stronger. Hopefully I'll peak during
during the first part of the race, the track season." Seugra will be
ended up in lOth place with a time running the 10,000-meter run .
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Student Information Center
1•n the SUB
~nd the UNM Bookstore
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high in Midland, Texas, led his
team to an 11-1 record and the
district championship.
In his first game as a college
player, Wright led the frosh to a
victory against Fort Lewis College
in a controlled scrimmage, 19-9.
In that contest, . Wright had
passes of 35 .and 38 yards,· and
looked impressive running the
option.

Competing in its first major golf scores were Ron Stelton at217, Jeff
tourney of the season, the UNM McMillen at 224, Mark Pelletier
men linkers captured sixth place out also at 224 and Mitch Mooney at
of 24 teams at the All-Collegiate 225.
Golf Classic last week in
In second place behind the
~
Oklahoma:
Cougars were Oklahoma State with
~
The UNM golf team, under a score of 870, followed by
coach Dwaine Knight, scored a Oklahoma, 881; Witch ita State,
team total of 890,27 strokes behind 882; Centenary, 885; UNM, 890;
winner Houston. The Cougars had Southern Methodist, 891, Oral
a score of 863 to win first place Roberts, 893; Oklahoma City, 893;
honors.
' and rounding out the top ten,
The four Lobo golfers with top.. Texas, 899.

I
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In las! Thursday's l~-16 defeat by
Texas Tech, the frosh signal caller
tossed a seven-yard touchdown
pass, was six of 17 for 88 yards with
one interception, and ran for 21
yards.
Wright led an impressive drive
that began on the Lobo 28 and
ended up at the Tech 15. The
Wolfpups were then forced to kick
a field goal which was good.
After the 'Pups last score,
Wright attempted a two-point
conversion to go ahead but the try
failed,
Frosh coach Reese Smith said,
"Brad does a fine job. He has a
good understanding of tqe.game."
Wright, . a graduate from Lee

..............................................................................................
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Lobo Linkers Take Sixth

Homemade Yogurt Handkneaded Breads
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By PETER MADRID
'·
LOBO Sports Editor
Lobo freshman quarterback
Brad Wright has been called "the
Lobo quarterback of the future" by

"><!
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1.080 photos by Wend111/

r. Hunt

"********************************************~*****~
Football Through
The Camera's Eye
Football is such a game of speed and quick moves that sometimes the
naked eye fails to catch all the action. The one eye that is capable of
capturing those rare moments in a game of football is that of the camera.
Last Saturday at Folsom Stadium in Boulder, Colo., the camera eye of
LOBO Photography Editor Wendell T. Hunt was on hand to capture
moments in the UNM Lobos' 42-7 defeat at the hands of Colorado.
Lobo split end Preston Dennard (above) was called upon by head coach
Bill Mondt to return kicks, of which the Lobos had many Saturday afternoon. Dennard was cut off almost completely from the pass against the.
Buffs.
·Lobo running back Jeff Perkins and Buffalo defensive end Phil Kettelson (top right) take to the turf of Folsom Stadium during Saturday
afternoon's game.
A mid-air meeting takes place (below) between Lobo rover Bill Turner
and Colorado tight end Greg Howard. Neither man came up with the ball.
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110 Watts RMS
AM/FM Stereo at $218 Per Watt!

Lafayette's new LR-5555 AM/FM Stereo Receiver is
simply the best on the market! 55 Watts per channel
minimum RMS both channels driven into 8 ohms from
20-20,000 Hz, with an incredibly low 0.5 THDI Power
to spare! Hook up 3 sets of speakers to surround
yourseH With sound. Super Stereo Realism in FM with
Phase Lock Loop Multiplex. Dub from tape to tape,
mike mixing for professional technlqlies from any
sound source. Too many specs and features to list
here, so see it and hear it ..... lt's an ear opener!

October 10, 1977
Popejoy Hall
.

come to Ned's.

Come Fly With Us ...
What A Challenge!!

,

Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Locations

oo

Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to
there, South Station Is one.
Ned"s is another. People have known about Ned's: for years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned'.l has an Inside full of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's, And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's is a good time. All' the time. There's something for everyone. Something for
you. There's no place like Ned's I

'

8:15 p.m.

Albuquerque's first major
laser-light experience
4200 Central S.E.
255-0462

COMPARE' WITH ANY
OTHER QUALITY RECEIVER!

PEACE CORPS
*VISTA
On Campus Oct. 5-7
Sign Up Now For Interview
Placement-Mesa Vista Hall
& Law School Bldg.
(Oct. 5 on Jy)

~d~f~Ys:£!!~

IIOHfGOIIfiiY PlAZA I FAIR PLAZA
OI'EHSIJNOAYt~-S

SANDIA PLAZA MONTGOMERY PLAZA FAIR PLAZA
Candelaria & Juan T8bO

294·4422

San Mateo & Montgomery {lower

881-6111.

Ieven

Lomas & San Pedro

255-9933

Price
Good
Thru
Oct. 5th-
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with superstars, "youth speaks
AM Radio Stations
out"
on Sunday night, and
:KABQ-13 50: a Spanish station
Wolfman
Jack at midnight on·
which plays "Fiesta ·Music." The
station plays all Spanish music Sunday.
KRKE-610: They have just
, from popular ballads to classical.
switched
from top 40 to a more·
KAMX-1520: all pro~ramin~.
album-oriented
format.
both music and talk, is in Spanish.
KRZY-1450:
modern country.
KDAZ-730: all programming is
They
also
run
CBS
Mystery Theater
religious. They play gospel, country
every
night
at
11.
They will also
rock, Black and Spanish. 75 per
broadcast
'the
World
Series
cent of their format is music, 25 per
beginning Oct. 11.
·
cent is religious programs.
KKIM-1000: a religious station · KUFF-1150: a new station with
which plays non-contemporary a format called, "Middle of the
Country Road;" top 40 country.
gospel.
KZIA-1580: all news and talk.
KOB-770: Top 40 conAside from news, the station runs
temporary singles.
"Beautiful" political commentary and public
' KPAR-1190:
music is what they i:all it, but service programs.
FM Radio Stations
.basically it's what you. hear in the
KHFM-96.3:
primarily
shopping malls.
classical,
but
they
do
run.
two jazz
KQE0-920: Top forty contemporary singles, plus interviews programs: "Life Jazz," 9 to 10

/
/

p.m. on Tuesday and "First set,"
10 p.m. to midni}lht on Saturday.
KMYR-99: they have recently
changed their format from album
oriented to single oriented, but not
top 40. They call it "Adult Con.temporary," and include "lots of
oldies."
KOB-9.3 .3: dentist offict,
shopping-mall music, inoffensive
simply because you can't hear it.
KRKE-94: album-oriented rock

with a "superstar" format, They
have a "Midnight Album Hour"
,Monday through Friday. On Friday
at midnight it's "Six-pack," six
albums played in their entirety.
Saturday at 11 p.tJ:I. they have a
jazz hour, and at midnight they
play a classical album.
'KRST-92.3: "Mellow out"
album format, contemporary
popular music. They play "Supday
Driver," two hours of one artist,

every Sunday at 10 a.m. During the
week, they run a half hour
''Lunchtime Concert". The
"Sampler Program" Monday
nights at 9 previews new albums.
KUNM-90.1: The UNM station
which is devoid of programing in
the usual sense. Of all Albuquergt!(!
stations, KUMN offers the widest
selection of music· and special
programs. A program of upcoming
shows is availble in the SUB.

Next time you see
someone pOlluting,
point it out.
Don't close your eyes.
Point it out to someone· who
can do something about it.

T.t" 1J

J

v
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People start pollution.
People can stop it.
~Park Avenuct, New York. N.Y. 10016
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will give a $2 refund [check to any student who does
a NMP,IRG member at the SUB TICKET"~"
o1.. OFFICE between 10:0,0 am & 4:30pm beginning Mon., A>
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rJo
Sept. 19 Thru Fri. Sef#. 30 UNM Student ID Required oli
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television station, has changed to
bilingual
programming.
Previously,
all
KMXN's
programming was in Spanish.
The change came about because
"we wanted to be equal to everyone
in Albuquerque," Elizabeth Baca,
amemberoftheKMXNstaff, s~id.
"A lot of viewers were upset
because we did change our
programming, but we have to be
equal to everybody," she said.
KMXN, Channel 23, is a UHF
(Ultra-High Frequency) station. It
transmits to Albuquerque, Belen
and Los Lunas on the UHF
frequency, and as far as Santa Fe
and Las Vegas on cable television.
Its viewwers are mainly Spanishspeaking New Mexicans, altho!!gh
the station is trying to reach a larger
segment of the state's population
through bilingual programming.

:t****** .S,.J,~f!l.f!l.*********t, prJ:r~~::ion
·

NewMexica
Daily Laba
The New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during the summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
,.:to:
New Mexico Daily Loqo
UNM Box 20
University of New-Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 87131

I
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I'ION·SMOK8RS CLUOl B97.QJJI, 10/3
FIWE 8 wk. old female, German shorthair cross
puppy. Call HHI-3614 after .3 p.m. 9/lO
WARGAME cnthu~iasts arc hard tu find, Call247~
2697. 10/4
CONTACTS'?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255~
, K7)6, tfn
HOME!COMINO 1917 in"dutlcs concert appearances
hy the Oratcl'u\ Dead on October? and War/Tower
nf Pnwcr on October 14. Tlckei~ for these UNM
Arena cunccrts ure available at the UNM SUB and
Popejoy Hall bo~ offices and 01 all Tickecmaster
mulcts. 91:10
MARY: How coultll forget? You said, .. Get Lost!'"
NJ('I\ 912K

To Increase Viewship

/

;'

Cl.ASSES, evenings, Beginning,
:ldVi11H!C<I. 292-02116 aflcrti p.m. Michael. 9/,30
GUYS & D0Lt.S-Un1vcrsity Singles Club is here. If
you like to party, have fun, & meet people like
youncli. write to us for all the free details. P.O.
Ho'i 12Ml9, Guincsvllle, Florlda32604. 10/10
HAI,PV BIRTHDAY! Harbie Stepka, Sept, 29th.
ASTROLOGY

Transcendental
Levit-tion

SUB Ballroom ~hur. Sept. 29 at 7:30p.m.
Tickets availa le at all Ticketmaster
locations and ~t the SUB box office. .

I 0/28

FINAl,. SUMMER CLEARANCE. jQII,Io off'iUmm~r
dull~e.,, lal' ehl 'Iippe,., $2.50, WUd Rose, 2910
Ccptral SE, 255~1 1:22. 9129

Keep America Beautiful >'iii;

Dema~erialization

PASSPORT, IMMIORATION 1,0, photos, Lowe.~t
prke,r; iu town. fl\~t, ptcn~lng, Call 265-2444 or
come IP 1717 Girard t';JE, 9/30
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con~
· traccption, sterililutLon, alHmion, Right to Choose,
294-0171. 12/3
GREEDY? Mnkc it to NED'S on Wedn~sday!i for
their Special Drin~ Night! 9/2B
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuad()r, at UNM's Andean
Cc~•Hcr, Spring 19711. lnfomwi;:m, 229 Ortega Hall,

· Buena

'

,·

PI<~RSONALS

1.

CHINA FAIR HEIGHTS Comruunily Center, 823
Vi~la SU. Movie, fmRI, craft.~alc. Oct, lsi,
10-5. 9/29

98

features several local
Local wrestling matches are
shown on Fridays and Sundays, a
public affairs show, "Asi Es NuevQ
Mexico," is shown live Monday
through Friday, and a children's
show, "Club 23," is also shown live
Monday through Friday.
Besides local programs, the
station has many other shows.
A soap opera, "Strange
Paradise," is shown, and there is a
musical program,' "La Hora de
Alan Muniz,"- featured every
Saturday.
English movies with Spanish
subtitles are shown Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays.

KMXN shows religious programs
The station broadcasts from the
on Sundays from 2 p.m. to 6:30 Western Bank Building at 505
p.m.
Marquette N. W, It goes on the air
Several educational films are at 4 p.m. Monday through Friday,
shown, and so is "Laurel and • and 2 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.
Hardy,." The news is at 6:30 and It signs of at II p.m. every day.
lOp.m.
To receive KMXN in the
Last week, KMXN broadcasted
several programs from the N.M. Albuquerque area, viewers must
State Fair. The station filmed the buy a special UHF antenna, and
"Anacani show," at the rodeo. then adjust the knobs on their TV
Dancing at the Spanish Village was sets until the station comes in.
featured, and the "Club 23" Outside the transmitting area,
sponsor handed out candy to viewers must pay for the cable
television transmission.
children.

Potpourri of Music;
Library Plays it All
If a cravmg to hear all of
Beethoven's symphonies suddenly
flings itself uypon you, UNM has
the place for you. The Fine Arts
Library has all the symphonies and
other works of many many cern·
posers plus smatterings of jazz and ~
popular music. The library also has
the nation's only Southwestern·
music collection, consisting of
Indian,
Spanish,
Mexican,
Cowboy, and Anglo music.
"We have about 17,000 records
in the library. We also have about
2,500 tapes, both cassette and reelto-reel," said Jitn Wright, director
of the library.
Twenty listening channels •are
avail~ble for .the 49 earphones in

sunglasses?
Ray-Ban and Photochrome sun shades
and Non·prescriptlon
fast service

Pre~cription
Best prices~

the library. The library is open to

COPIES
·overnight
3% ea

all students with the only restriction
being that students who have
assigned listening classes, such as
music history and music appreciation, have first priority on the
earphones, Wright said.
The librarians catalog every
indivigual piece on every record, "a
practice many libraries don't do
anymore," Wright said. It used 10
help people find a particular song
or composition.

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLB
ACROSS
1 ~~J~;r~~~le
5 Branches
9 Nonstandard
_
vocabulary
14 Lopsided
15 Module
16 Plano part
17 Toronto's
Casa
____

4il Footllke part
47 Jason's ship
49 ~;~gkng
51
54
58
60
61
63
64

Feudal slaves
Dependent
Accompll~hed
Lenglh unit
Not finished
Adjective
ending
Impress
forcibly
Stake
Carpenter's
necessity
Bueno:__
Cease doing
Sicknesses
DOWN

65
18 Sow seed In 66
20 Imitator
21 Eccentric
person: Slang67
22 Aged males: 68
23 ~:;r~ds~ions 69
25 Garden darmouse
27 - - - - o f 1 Cold dish
Tarsus: Saint 2 Marry quietly
Paul
3 Newspaper 12
29 Color
section:
30 Cleansing
2 words
13
agent
4 Greek city· 19
24
34 Seal off a well state
36 Gets are5 Destroy
26
compense 6 Invalidate
28
38 Kind of
7 "Thank you,
statue
------30
39 Rep. of S.
........."
Africa area: 8 Mineral sufflx31
3 words
9 "Don't cry
42 Musical
over
·32
passage
----43 Numerical
milk"
33
prefix
10 Put at
44 Boy's
another's
34
nickname
needs
35
45 Chinese
11 Man In
37
weight
Genesis
38

'KINKO'S
" 2312 Cent. SE26S-S5lS

2.

LOST AND FOUND

'

5.

MiSCELLANEOUS

STAINED (ii..ASS mlnl·dass, Scru. 24 copper foil
teChnique •. Oct. I, lead le(.!hnlque. 10-i. $1J.50 per
cia~~. Sttuned Glas.~ C,:u. ()f New Mc"d(.!o 5319 ,

ffio11on. Ho.lltm, 105

FOR SALE

SI~GER. FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top of

FIND YOURSElF in .the Peace Corp!;. Onc.lla 433,
277.51}(17. fs
REWARD, Bruwn & white .~panic! pupry lost around.
1$00 bhld; Silver SE. Cali 268-4876. 9/2R
LOST 9/20, SUD: .ladieli turquoi~e watch. Sxtrcmc
:~cmirncnwl value. Reward oiTcred. Plen~e plea~c

lme, Still gtummtccd. Auto, bobbin winder co 111 •
PUtcrb-cd bulWnholcr, IOO'li of fancy stltchc~. Reg,
$BOO.OO: now $150.00 c~~h. 1'121~4256, 10/4
20 USED PORTABLE TV:i, $30 to $60. 441

Wnlming NE,.ZSS-5~1!7. 10/1,5
RcghH:rcd AFGHAN BOUNDS. Cream, silver, or
brindle. Call Pal, R43-7l32 nf!cr 1 p,m. 9128
3497. 9130
UNBELIEVABLE! ONI.Y $65{).{}{1 l/4 acre lot iu
FOUND: Texa\ ln~truments cakulator! Claim your · R.:m~ho de Taos l!stmcs. Cull Cluj~ ut t!42-9416 or
brni•t. 277-2n17. 9/30
2fi2-J407. 9/29
LOST GERM A N SHEP HER 1), t'cmale, black & tan. <sil
I"'G"'H;;:T-sc-w.,.in_g_m-ac..,.•h.,.ln-c."'l'-cr·
h1rgc cars.·l.nst ncar Carl Me & I.ead. Rcwurd. 266fl'CI for donn or apartme111. E~>cellcnt c<mdition,
143H, lllll-9H1!2. 10/4
$75.00, 2(!5.[609 9/30
l-IP-25. All acce.~~oric.~. Very rca~OI\ablc. 242·

rcturnil"fmtmJ!24J~2177.

'
'
LOST orange backpack, SUB bookshop, 277~

9(30

N;;'G;i;E:i;R~FO;;Ec;i\:;.TH~c~R:;-;W,;E;:,,

3•

376R.

SERVJCES
..

----~-------------

sdmlastlc. Charts & table::;, 345-2125. 10/15
l.SAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Pi-cparc now.

Call PENM

842~5200.

tfn

TYPING; MA. E11glish, on-campus, 296-8564.
TYPING, Is! qu;1llty. ij~,l~77$7. 10/1 J

fs

SERVE in lht: Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277~

soo7.

f.~

RESERVED PARKING SllACES for rent at Princettm and Central, S.E. $10 per month. Call Vernon
Pattcr.~on-255-6218. 9/29
TUTORING IN SPANISH. All. levels. Reasonable
rate.~. Caii29H-6669. 9no
TYPING DONE, 843-(il61. 10/4
GUITAR LESSONS, Bcginning/intcrmcdiacc. UNM
guitar major. 2ti6~7294. 10/4

4•

~H71.

HOUSING
6

lOOKING for non·smoking male studt:nt 10 .share
furnished home w/samc. Touches North campus.
Sl!S.OO. Quiet. 262-0222, 9128
ALMOST FURNISHED. Clean 2 bdrm., shaded
patio; kids, PelS welcome. $98,00,262-1751, Valley
Renla1.~. Small fee. 9/28
CXTRA FINE :,\ bdrm. Fenced ~cclusion, air; kids,
" pets. $2<10.00, 262-17.51, Valley Rentill.~. Small
fcc. 9/28
CAMPUS CHARM. 2 bdrm., (.-cntral air, patio,
$165.00. Kids allowed, 262-1751, Valley Rcntal!i.
Small fl'c. 9/28
BRIC'K BARBECUE. Warm flrcplace, fcm:cd house.
Jmt $115.00, 110 lcit\C!, 262-17S I, Valley Rental~.

9/30

197J SUZUKI GT·IH5. $4,50,00, Excellent condition.
24~-4214. 9/30
UPH.ICii-IT PIANO. Good 1nnc, $275.00. Antique
Victmian bureau, muhogany, $160.00. 765~
572.fJ. 10/3
PillE C'OLI.ECTION~ strnighL srulns: a beautiful
~e:t! Including Savinclll tmtograph, Punlo Oro &
Dchp.;e; GBD ebony, ODl> secDtld, and JRC. N!Cc
prke for lhC SCI, CaJiltifi•J(l79, CYCS. 10/J
DUl! TO DIVORCE. Will sacrifice eqtlhy. Red
Classic Ill and altuchmcnu. As~ume payments of
$7.00 month,ucw guarantee. 2611·4394. 10/4
NEW SONY TRINATRON. Unclaimed lay·a.way,
Color TV, brund new, guarantee, no down pay.
mcnt. S7. 7.5 per month till b~tlnnce Is paid off, 268·
4393. 10/4
PIONEER STEREO SYSTEM •.Rcpo5Sc!iscd., Cake
over payments orS7.00 mom h. 266~5872. 10/4
PLANT LAYOFF. Viking sewing machine, open arm
tlcluxe. Stretch stitches, new guarnajec. Take over
pa)'mcnts of$7.00 per month. For iMormation266-

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
c(li!uriltl. li)'stcm, T<:chnical, ~cncral, Jcg.al, mcdicod,

EMPLOYMENT

622J

~nd F.nglncering Students, Mcctin~::~ nt 5:Cl0 p.m.,
Sept. 2H, .1977. FEC, Rm. 349. 9!28
POETS, WRITERS, ARTISTS, photographers. 1J
you want a cnmpu~ outlet for your work, we ucci,l
your help In c.~wblishing a new studcntliteriHYiaru
111a~n7Jne. Call Leslie, 299-4773 or G;l)'lc 292·
1323. 1017
•

CHEAP WATERBEDSf Walcr Trips. $H9.95 buy5
~~m I) <htrk walnut s1nine'-1 frame, 2) sttfCIY lincr,3)

loL\111 comfort j1ad, 4) nn)' sile mnttrcss wilh )·year
gmmltllcc; $89.9S, 3407 Ct::ntr~tl NJZ. 255·
22H9. 9/2H
FREE Kl1TENS. 296-3422, arter 5 p.1n.

9/29

STUDENT UllEI<TARIAN PMTY, lli·A, SUil:
7-9 p.m., lhur~. Sept. 2.1J. For a nllion~tl Jl'lillh:al
,;y,(CI)l,

9/21)

Work in !he PEACE CORPS. Ortega 2.33;"" 277•
5~n7.

r,..

PARTTlME JOB: Sale~. n~~}(lh!c hour.~, good pay,
P1mihle l'u\1-limc during break~. C'<~ll: Phil Fran·
C/)'k, f;.l..U.,29Z·2RJ(J,
1)/30
.

PART TIME: men & women salcr. clerk~- stocking.
Mu~t he twcr 21 yeurs old.
in pcr.'IOn, no
ca.lls. SAVE-WAY I
store~. 5S16
NE& 57114 .
111 Nursing
tutorli
Chr:m. Ill & {'hem. 212; Rio. 237 &,
239: Mnth
102; & NtJrs. 239-l,nthol,hY'iology. Call "Z77·~$07
hcjwccn 1-4 p.m.

IJ/28

PART TIME J013, $501).00 a lll(tlllh. For 1110rc in for·
mntlun, call294~2064, 2-4 p.m. 9128
NEEO llAilYSITTER. 11:30 p.m. co 1::10 a.m. 2
niglus a week fof small child. 265-6163. A:.k for
Chri~. 9130

7.

TRAVEL

CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! J.T.C, 12·6, 265·
9660. I0/3
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, fly lated
Reservatiom at lnJcrcontlnenlrd Tra\lel Centre, 12·
6. 265-9860, I 0/3

You can put the campus
in .a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo•

ncar
268·

Cnrnnado &

UNITED Feature Syndicate

'

r-----:--:----------------------•

~

10/4

I

IJ/3{1

Tuesday Puzzle Solved:

Come to Marron Hall
Room 131 or mail $10 to:
Daily Lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

easy.

Man's nick40 Nat. Urb.
name
League
Valley
41 Time period
Humor
46 Soft moist
Billow
mass
Adjust anew 48 The Twins
Golfer--- 49 Light makers
Elder
50 The aforesaid
Chronic
52 Threshing
drunkard
device
Of public
53 Vends
speaking
54 Entry author!·
Italian
zatlon
commune
55 Opponent
Rhyming com- 56 Evidence of
position
an lnjuury
Sacrifice
57 Approximately
Region
59 Going far
Later In time
down
Russian rulers 62 ---Vegas

Easy to afford, easy to assemble, easy to enjoy ... the Dynaco
line of high
components make it easy for you to save
state-of-the-art audio equipment.

:

Sound Ideas is the exclusive Dynaco dealer
in Albuquerque, and they are P!epared to
provide you with professional consultation
regarding applications for Dynaco components in both commercial and yesidential settings.
Just check these prices - all components
are in stock and on display. The kits as-semble easily, and you save the most when
you build-it-yourself!
Assembled
Kit
AF6 Tuner
$248
$322
FM5 Tuner
268
184
SCA 50
200
135
SCA 800 Control Amp 268
184
PAT·4 Preamp
187
126
PAT·5 Preamp
328
219
SE-10 Equalizer
320
230
Stereo 80 Amp
186
139
Stereo 150 Amp
326
245
Stereo 120 Amp
239
193
Stereo 300 Amp
571
365
Stereo 400 Amp·
596
458
Stereo 410 Amp·
365
571

"We catalog the record of Bach's
greatest hits and every hit on it," he
said.
The library has slowed its
acquisition of records to I ,000 a
year. "After I 5,000 records, we've
pretty well got what we need,"
Wright said.
The hours of the library are:
Monday through Thursday, 9:30- 5
p.m., 6:30-10 p.m .. ; Friilay, 9:30-5
p.m.: Saturday, 10-2 p.m.; and
Sunday, 2-5 p.m., 6:30-10 p.m.
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P1:1t The Campus
InA Mailbox
Pot $10.00 a year, you can have a
Daily Lobo mailed anywhere in
the United States. Mailed everyday of the regular school year and
weekly during, the summer session.
Send it to your relatives; it's easier
than writing about what's going
on at UNM. Or send it to yourself.
That's convenience! You'll be sure
to get a Daily Lobo everyday.

Bring $10.00 to:
Marron Hall Room 131

Or mail it to:
Daily Lobo
Box20~ UNM
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Send a Daily Lobo Subscription ro:
City,--~---- State,---~ Zip,-~-

Address,
''
/
)

Signature,
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